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PREFACE

ALTHOUGH mechanical composition had become firmly established in
printing-houses long before 1930, no significant attempt had been made
before that time to develop the resources of the machine, or adapt the
technique of the machine compositor, to the exacting demands of mathematical printing. In that year thefirst serious approach to the problem
was made at the University Press in Oxford.
The early experiments were made in collaboration with Professor
G. H. Hardy andProfessor R. H. Fowler,andtheeditors of the Quarterly

Journal of Mathematics (for which these first essays were designed) and
with the Monotype Corporation. Much adaptation and recutting of type
faces was necessary before the new system could be brought into use.
These joint preparations included the drafting of an entirely new code
of ‘Rules for the Composition of Mathematics’ which has been reserved
hitherto for the use of compositors at the Press and those authors and
editors whose work was produced under the Press imprints. It is now
felt that these rules should have a widercirculation since, in the twenty
years which haveintervened, they have acquired a greatersignificance.
The reasons for this are well known. The end of the War not only
released many scientific papers for publication, but found us with much
research in progress and many mathematicians and scientists offering
the results of their work to a larger scientific public anxious to readit.
These demands were made upona printing industry already struggling
to meet greatly increased calls upon its services whenit wasitself suffering from the reduction of its mechanical capacity by air raids, from the
paperscarcity, and, most importantofall, from theloss of skilled craftsmen. The learned societies and the printing-trade organizations have
sought a remedyfor this situation by persuading moreprinters to undertake mathematical printing. These printers may have producedlittle
work of the kind before, and almost certainly nothingin this field, which
is known in the trade as ‘higher mathematical printing’.
Theoriginal ‘Rules’, themselves amendedby continuoustrial and rich
experience, are here preceded by two new chapters. Thefirst chapteris
a simple explanation of the technique of printing and is addressed to
those authors who are curious to know how their writings are transformed to the orderliness of the printed page; the second chapter,
begun as the offering of a mathematical author andeditorto his fellowworkers in this field, culled from notes gathered over many years, has
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endedin closest collaboration with the reader whofor as many years has
reconciled the demandsof author, editor, and printer; the third chapter

is the aforesaid collection of ‘Rules’ and is intended for compositors,
readers, authors, and editors. Appendixes follow on Handwriting, Types
available, and Abbreviations.

It is not expected that anyone will read this book from cover to cover,
but it is hoped that both author andprinter will find it an acceptable
and ready work of reference. The authors wish to emphasize that the
rules of style set out here reflect the Oxford practice. We know of other
authorities, both in this country and abroad, and, where wediffer from

them, we do so deliberately for reasons which webelieve to be good
reasons.
We acknowledge gratefully the help of many authors and editors
whose advice andcriticism are reflected here. We also thank the Monotype Corporation for their assistance in providingillustrations.
It is hoped that this book will not only help the printer, but will assist
the enlarged company of authors to understand the technical problems
which are peculiar to the composition of mathematics, so that they can
ease the printer’s task and their own. We hope, aboveall, that the
publication of these ‘Rules’ may help to standardize the techniques of
both writer and printer. The authors would welcomeanycriticisms or
suggestions calculated to increase the usefulness of this work.
QWs

December 1953

. W.C.
.R. B.
.B.
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I. THE MECHANICS OF
MATHEMATICAL PRINTING
THE HAND COMPOSITOR

The letterpress method of printing
THEREare (broadly) three methods ofprinting: letterpress, lithographic,
and gravure; we are concerned here only with the first-named. The

letterpress method is based on type, which provides a printing surface
cast in substantial relief; hence it is also known as the‘relief’ process of
printing. Type is cast in moulds: for hand-composition each character
is cast separately in quantity and placed in trays (known as ‘cases’)
which are subdivided to provide a little box for each letter, figure, or

symbol. In mechanical composition each character may be selected and
cast separately and assembled into words and sentences by machine, as
in the ‘Monotype’ method; or the separate matrices may themselves be
assembled in a line of complete words with spaces and the whole cast as
a thin and solid block of metal (known as a ‘slug’), as in the Linotype
system, used mostly in newspapers and ordinary bookwork. The complications of mathematical printing demand the greater flexibility of
movable types, and so this work is normally set either by hand or,
increasingly, on a ‘Monotype’ machine.
The nature of type

Let us look at the type shown in Fig. 1 (a). This drawing represents
a single type of the capital M standing upright upon its feet as it would —
when being printed alongside its fellows. The distance from the feet to
the ‘face’ (which is the printing surface)is a fixed dimension of 0-918 inch
and is known asthe ‘height-to-paper’ or just ‘type height’.+ All the types
of every fount used in a printing-house, and all the blocks, must be
provided in this uniform height if they are to be assembled and printed
together. The bed of the printing machine which carries the type, and
the cylinder which is to apply the printing impression, are placed just
this distance from one another.
The distance from the front of the type to the back is known as the
t This has become the standard in Great Britain, the United States, and
some other countries. Continental heights vary. Oxford has retained one of
these heights and casts at 0-938 inch, whichis a reflection of the early association of the Press with Dutch and French punch-cutters and type-founders.
B 1597
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‘body size’. This dimension will be seen in Fig. 1 (a), and even more
clearly in Fig. 1 (6), which is a silhouette of the type size in which this
is printed. The printer defines the bodysize of his type
as of so many ‘points’, a point being one seventy-second
of an inch. This type is known as ‘11 point’ kecause its
body measures eleven seventy-seconds of an inch. All
11-point types, whether in roman oritalic, Greek or
Hebrew, will measure exactly the same.
(a)
(b)
The width of type is variable and is determined by the
Fra. 1.

shape of the character represented: x may besaid to be
of average width, while M is one of the wider characters,

and f one of the narrower. It should also be noted that the different
characters occupy varying proportions of the body size: thus the small
X occupies a space which is approximately in the centre of the body, but
the capital M being an ascendingletterfills the centre and top, while
the italic f, being a letter which both ascends and descends, occupies

almostall the depth available. The indentation in the front of the type
whichis clearly shown in Fig. 1 is the ‘nick’, whose use will appearlater.

Composing type by hand
Weshall better understand the complexities of machine composition,
particularly of mathematics, if we first look over the shoulder of a hand
compositor at work. He stands before a high desk whichis, in fact, a
printer’s ‘frame’. On top of the frame and sloping towards him are type
cases in pairs, and there are mostlikely two pairs. The bottom andnearer
case will contain the small letters of the alphabet (which explains why
the printer always refers to these as ‘lower case’, usually abbreviated to
‘le.’ on proofs), and other material most commonly required, such as
spaces, punctuation marks, and figures. The top case is known as the
‘upper case’ and holds capitals, small capitals, and other types in less
frequent demand.
The compositor holds a metal tool in his left hand which he will refer
to as his ‘stick’, so called because the early printer constructed it of wood.
This is a piece of thin but rigid steel which may be 6 inches long and
about3 inches broad,havingfixed flanges somewhatless than type height
on two adjacent sides, and a movable flange on another. The compositor’s first care is to adjust this movable flange to the width of the
pages he is to compose. The unit of measurementfor this purposeis the
12-point em, which was originally the capital M and wasselected because
it was a square of the bodysize in some founts (but by no meansinall).
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The compositor maystill use this letter, or the ‘square’ space known as
the ‘em’, to set his stick. At this stage you should also be introduced
to the ‘en’, which is half an em in width. Both units will be mentioned

frequently in this guide: their derivation should now beclear.
The book to be composed maybe of 20 or 30 ems or of any other
reasonable width; the page you are readingis of 27 ems. This dimension
is always referred to as the ‘measure’. The compositor, then, assembles
the proper and predetermined numberof emsin his stick, and fixes the
movableflange so that it presses tightly against this line. Having removed
the line of ems, he may begin composition.
Here I should explain that the compositor has an auxiliary aid known
as the ‘setting rule’. This is a thin strip of brass, cut to the exact length
of the measure in which heis to set, and of the same height as the type.
The setting rule is placed in the stick and presents a smooth surface
which facilitates the assembly of the letters.
So with his ‘copy’ before him, usually propped up on the lower part
of the upper case, the compositor gathers type from his case letter by
letter. He picks up each type with his right hand andputs it in his stick
face outwardsand with nick showing(see Fig. 1), which provesit properly
disposed to print the right way up, holding it in place with the thumb
of his left hand the while (see Plate I). As each word is completed he adds

a space, and so proceeds until he can get no other word in theline, after
whichhe adjusts the spaces until theline is tight. Here he has two cares:
first the spaces must be evenly distributed to ensure that the complete
page as eventually printed has an even pattern with no unsightly gaps;
and secondly thatall his lines are of an even tightness so that each type
in each page in a series of pages will be held firmly against the hazards
of transport and proofing, and inking andprinting at speed on machine.
Having spacedtheline to his satisfaction, the compositor removes the
setting rule (on which theline of type has been resting) and, placing it
over the completed line in his stick, is ready to continue setting.
At this point I should makeit clear that the techniques I am describing,
though ancient, are not archaic. Booksare rarely set by hand,it is true,

but all the major corrections and adjustments necessary to single-type
machine-composedtypes,all principal headings, and muchelse,still pass
through the compositor’s stick. This simple tool, and the case and the
frame,arestill essential to the printer, particularly if it is his business
to print mathematics.
But to return to our hand compositor: if he is composing mathematics
he maybecalled uponto build up the pieces of a formula,for instance,

4
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not in oneline only, but in two or three lines simultaneously. To show
how heachievesthis anillustration is given below (Fig. 2) in which all
the spaces have been pushed up so that they print with the type.
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THE MACHINE COMPOSITOR

For about 400 years from the invention of printing from movable
types all type was set by hand, but in the nineteenth century there was
much experiment with methods designed to produce this work with the
aid of machines. Of these trials only the solid-line composing machines
of the Linotypeclass, and only the single-type ‘Monotype’ machine have
survived. Both were invented in America, and both were introduced to

this country. in the closing years of the last century. As I have already
observed, it is a ‘Monotype’ machine which concernsushere andit is
this machine which I am now to describe.
A ‘Monotype’ installation has two separate machines, each of which
is independent and complete for the functions it has to perform, and may
indeed be operated many miles away from the other. In most printingoffices, and for obvious reasons, they are to be found close together,
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usually in adjoining rooms andoccasionally in the same room, although
.this is not desirable. The first machine weshall encounteris the keyboard,
which may besaid to be semi-automatic, and the other is the casting
machine, which is fully automatic, and whose function is obvious.

I have occasionally been asked why two machinesare necessary to do
what appears to be one job. Perhaps I can suggest an answer to the
question by mentioning someofthe advantagesof the present separation.
The two independentunits are able to produce at their own most economic
speeds: the keyboard outputis lower than that of the caster on difficult
work but is very muchhigher on simple work; the caster output, on the

other hand,is not regulated by the complexity of the matter being cast,
but by bodysize; thus 6-point type may be run a good deal morerapidly
than 16 point. So neither machine need retard the progress of the other.
Moreover, the work of the keyboard can be put on the shelf and need not
be cast until required; the very noisy caster can be isolated, which permits
the keyboard operator to workin the quieter conditions the nature of his
work demands; and lastly the objection that two men are needed where
one should suffice (one-and-a-half really, because one man runs two
casters) lacks conviction because the twospecialists are free to concentrate on their own jobs, whichis of special significance in the case of the
keyboard operator, whois one of the most highly skilled people in any
printing office.
Tue ‘MonotyPr’ KEYBOARD

The keys and the perforations
The ‘Monotype’ keyboard (see Plate III) may look like nothing
more than an overgrown typewriter: it is, in fact, very much more. The
familiar keyboardis there,it is true, and seems to dominate the machine;
there are indeed no fewer than 286 keys. (The average typewriter has 45.)
The purposeof the keysis to set in motion a mechanism whichreleases
compressedair to pistons which, in turn, cause punchesto rise making
perforations in a continuous roll of paper 4% inches wide. Each key
(see Plate V) is marked with the letter or characterit represents (as in a
typewriter), and as each key is depressed twoholes are punchedin the
paper,onein theleft half of the roll and the other in the right half and,
of course, in line with one another. There are thirty-one punches, all ina
single row, and they punch a combinationofholes,differently positioned,
for each character. I should add here that the compressed air, which
is piped from a compressor,is the only energy supplied to the machine,
apart from the manipulations of the operator.

6
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The unit of measurement
As we haveseen, the hand compositoris in physical contact with his
material; his type grows under his hand andheselects and inserts the

spaces he judgesto be necessary by empirical methods. But the machine
compositor (the ‘Monotype’ operator) has no such advantages; he handles
no type: yet, somehowor other, he and the machine together must so
arrange things that the typeis ultimately cast to the correct length ofline,
with spacesof the correct width, properly disposed. Someprovision must
therefore be made to measure the characters (still represented by mere
perforations) and, when theline is nearing completion, to calculate the

additional space required between each word to maketheline perfect. So

it is essential to have somestandardunit of measurement, and a calculat-

ing machineto do the measuring. This is incorporated in the keyboard.
You and I know that the letters in any one fount vary in widthor, in
printing terminology, ‘set’, a term I shall use frequently from now on.
The lower-case i and 1 and the common marksof punctuation are narrow;
the lower-case a, d,n, and similar characters are of medium width; the

capitals such as M and are wide. The characters in any one fount may,
‘in fact, be conveniently formed into groups, and all the characters in
each group maybe so designedas to be of exactly the same set. This has
been done; and, so that there may be a system of measurement within
the fount, one of the letters of the widest group,let us say the capital W,
has been divided into eighteen parts or units. Theletters of a fount are,
in practice, classified in twelve groups from the smallest which are 5 units
to the largest which are 18 units. This unit nomenclature is applied to
all founts whetherthe type be large or small: thus the letter iis, normally,
5 units in set whether in a fount of 6 point or 14 point.
Other complications beset us but must be passed overin this simple
account. I think I may nowsafely determine the unit of measurement
and pass on. For this purpose we return to the 12-point em which I have
already mentioned: this may be described as being twelve seventyseconds, or one-sixth, of an inch. I should explain, or confess, that

this is an approximation: the 12-point em of the ‘Monotype’ system is
0-166 inch. This we divide by 12 to discover the dimension of 1 point, and
the result by 18 to determine the unit. The quotient is sufficiently
0-0007685inch, and this is the measurement of a ‘Monotype’ Base Unit.
The calculating machine
“ Wecan nowreturn to the ‘Monotype’ keyboard, which our description

has left bare of everything but key-buttons, and which I deserted after
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brief reference to its function as a calculating machine. First of all the
machine compositor, likethe hand compositor, must establish his measure

before he can begin work, and a device for doing this, and a great deal
more, is mounted just above the keyboard. This is a celluloid scale,

known as the ‘em scale’, marked out to represent ems and ens of set
up to 65 ems with zero on the right, and having a moving pointer on its
upper face, travelling from left to right. So he-sets the pointer to the
measure in which he is to compose. Then as he taps each keyin turn
the pointer will record on the scale, progressively, the unit value of each
character composed. This function is performed by a whole mystery of
racks and ratchets, and pinions and pawls,all lying behind the em scale
and the pointer.
Spacingthe line, or justification
In this mannerthe set value of each character and space is measured
and recorded as the operator proceeds steadily towards the end of the
line, and short of this point a bell rings to warn him that he must attend
to his ‘justification’, that is thefilling of the line with the proper spaces.
He has already made a perforation representing a space, after each
word. These spaces are accorded a value of four units each, but this
value must be increased. It is necessary to know by how much. For

this purpose there is anotherlittle calculating system.
Mountedover the keyboardis a cylindrical scale, known familiarly as
the ‘drum’, and on its face a pointer. The scale has 72 divisions on its
circumference and 20 vertical positions; each of the small squares so
created embraces a pair of figures. Each time the operator depresses
the space-bar (placed at the bottom of the keyboardas in a typewriter)
the pointer moves up one space while the cylinder remainsstationary.
Whenthe composition is within 4 ems of the end of the line the cylinder
begins to revolve and from this point will indicate to the operator the
additional space required. But, considering the matter, the operator
will probably decide that he canstill add another word,or part of a word.
He will then glance at the scale to read the figures at which the pointer
has stopped. Let us assumethat the readingis 3.
Nowthis justification is based on a system which adds 0-0005inch, or
multiples of this amount, to the spaces which are already in the line. On
the keyboard there are two rowsoffifteen justification keys, each row
being numbered 1 to 15. The keys of the bottom row add progressive
multiples of 0-0005 inch to each space; the top row begins where the
bottom row leavesoff, the keys adding progressive multiples of 0-0075

8
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inch to each space. Andso the operator, looking at his justifying scale,
sees that the machine has not only calculated what addition has to be
made to every space already in the line, but has indicated that all he
need do is to touch number 3 key in the top row and number8 key in
the top and bottom row together, to make his work perfect.
The keyboard operator
There is of course a great deal more, and I confess that this account

is a simplification, so written for your comfort and mine. But before we
turn away from the keyboard to examine the caster, let us take a last
look at the operator. He sits before his keyboard with both hands over
the keys and glances from time to time at his copy, which is supported
on a holderat the left of his machine. He is probably unconscious of our
presence because his work demands notonly great skill but intense concentration. For not only are he and his machine doing manythings at
the same time; they are doing these things very rapidly. Indeed, the
operator is probably covering anything from five to ten times as much
ground as the hand compositor.
.
Moreover, as I havealready said, he is working blind, apart from his
own instinct and the intuition which much experience has brought him.
The naturaldifficulties of a manuscript or typescript will not trouble him
unduly: he will accept and enjoy them as a challenge to his skill. But
badly written or badly prepared copy which is capable of different interpretations will worry him andslow his progress: he will judge such copy
unfair and its author inconsiderate (if no worse), particularly if the work
is in an unfamiliar languageor notation such as Greek, Hebrew, Arabic,
or mathematics. Editors, and the printer’s own staff, will do their best
to tidy a bad manuscript before it reaches the operator, but emergency

surgery of this kind is never a complete cure, and, if unnecessary and
expensive corrections in the proof stage are to be avoided,it is essential
to begin with a healthy body. Andis it not just?
Tue ‘Monotype’ Casting MAcHINE

The productofthe keyboard now passes to the caster: to the uninitiated
it is an insignificant spool of paper, apparently ruined for any useful
purpose because it is peppered throughout its length with small wormholes indiscriminately placed. Yet, when this recordis ‘played back’ on
the caster, all the painstaking work of the keyboard operator will emerge
in bright, newly cast type, line by line, and in due order.
The ‘Monotype’ casting machine (Plate IV) is a very fine piece of
precision engineering and, because it is producing something, more

PLATE I. A COMPOSITOR AT WORK

PLATE II. THE MATRIX-CASE

PLATE III. A ‘MONOTYPE’ KEYBOARD

PLATE IV. A ‘MONOTYPE’ CASTING MACHINE
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PLATE V. THE KEYBOARD ARRANGEMENT FOR MATHEMATICAL COMPOSITION
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interesting to watch than the keyboard. Andit is both easy to describe
and to understand because most of its working parts, the pieces which
do things, are on the top, and visible. I shall mention first the two
changeable parts, the die-case (or matrix-case) and the mould.
The die-case or matrix-case
The matrix-case (Plate II) is a steel frame, of a size which allowsit
to be held comfortably over the palm of the hand, containing the 225, or
more, dies or matrices, from which the

face of the type or other characteris to
be cast. Each matrix (Fig. 3) is one-fifthof an inch squarein section and little
under half an inch in length. At one
endis the face of a characterin intaglio,
and at the other a ‘cone hole’. The
Fic. 3.
matrices may be arranged in fifteen
rowsof fifteen (or fifteen rows of seventeen, or sixteen rows of seventeen) characters, and the matrix-case fits into a compoundslide on
the casting machine with the matrices face downwards.

The moulds

Separate mouldsare neededfor each body-size. The mould (Fig. 4) isa
comparatively simple but very carefully constructed mechanism, about

!

ICY

iil

Fia. 4.

4 inches square and 2 inches deep. Twofixed blocks determine the body
size and form two walls of the cavity in which the type is to be cast;
a movingcross-block forms the third wall, and an adjustable mould blade
formsthe fourth wall and determines the width of the type to be cast. On
the underside ofthe mould thereis an orifice through which molten metal

10
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is pumped: at the momentof casting the open top is covered and closed
by a matrix. During casting a small trickle of water is passed through
the mould to accelerate cooling, which is practically instantaneous.
Preparing the machine
Let us assume that the caster operator is preparing his machine for
running. He will have a numberof adjustments to make (and must check
very carefully the dimensions and alignment, and sample the quality of
his type) before he can begin; we will confine ourselves to those which are
the more obvious. Hewill fix his mould in position on the nearside right
centre of the machine, with the orifice downwards; he will insert his
matrix-case within the bridge mechanism just over the mould; and he
will bring his metal pot under the mould. The metalis an alloy oftin,
antimony, and lead, perhaps in the proportions 74:15:774, which is
maintained at a temperature of about 680° Fahrenheit, and is pumped
mechanically into the mould. Then hefixes the perforated paper into
the paper tower. Now the spool, unwinding on the paper tower, passes
over a curved surface having a row of thirty-one holes running across it
and, leading from the holes, a numberof pipes. The holes are covered
by a narrow leather pad which has a groove through which compressed
air is conducted and, as the paper passes between the curved surface
and the pad, the holes are uncovered wherever there are perforations,
andair is admitted to the pipes. The air underpressureis carried by the
pipes to the pin blocks which control the movementof the matrix-case.

The momentof casting
This introduces us to the matrix-case positioning mechanism by which
the character selected for casting is brought over the mould. As youwill
remember, there maybefifteen rows of matrices, and fifteen matrices in
each row. It is necessary to decide which rowis required and then which
matrix in that row. The matrix-case is caused to movefirst in one
direction and then in a direction at right angles to the first, and each
of these two movementsis arrested by a stop. The two pin blocks are
on two sides of the matrix-case and at right angles to each other, and
each hasfifteen stops. The impulses of compressedair, released through
perforations originally made by the keyboard operator, pass down the
pipes and blow upthestops, so halting the movementof the matrix-case,
first on one side and then on the other, thus selecting the proper matrix.
Thereafter the matrix-case is clamped down on the mould, exactly
positioned by a coned pin which descendsinto the conehole at the back of
the required matrix, the mould blade being moved todetermine the proper
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set of the character the while; metal is then pumped into the mould. Each
letter and space is ejected from the mould as cast and assembled in a
line which, when complete, is carried on to a galley, or tray. All this is
automatic and produces somethingof the order of 160 types each minute.
Justification

Thereis one thing more which I should explain. As you will recall, the
last act of the keyboard operator before parting with his line was to make
the perforations which would correct, or justify, all the spaces he had
already put into the line. I have not hitherto mentioned something
which is important: the spool was put into the caster exactly as it came
from the keyboard, and was worked through the reverse way. A used
pianola roll must be re-woundbefore it can be played again; a film must
be re-reeled; a bandage re-rolled. The ‘Monotype’ spool undergoes no
intervening change of direction before it goes to the caster, but is there
worked backwards. So the last perforation made on the keyboard was the
first to influence the caster, and the last signal of each line decided the |

spaces between the words throughout the line. Moreover, the last perforation representing a space or a character in the keyboard operator’s

spool was thefirst to be cast, and so with every line, from the end, back

to the beginning.
The setof all the characters and spaces, that is the width of the opening
of the mould blade in the mould, is determined by the movement of
wedges in the machine. The wedgeaffecting the width of type is known
as the ‘normal’ wedge and the two affecting spaces the ‘justification’
wedges. It is a very simple device, and, as near as maybe,infinitely
variable.
COMPOSING MATHEMATICS ON THE ‘MONOTYPE’
MACHINE

Wehaveseen the hand compositor at work and a good deal has been
said about the operation ofthe ‘Monotype’ keyboard and casting machines.
We maynowlook moreclosely into our proper business and explore the
problems which attend those whoset out to compose mathematics by
machine.
Earlier in this chapter we saw how the hand compositor was able to
build upin his stick, laboriously but surely, characters of diverse shape
and size. But the ‘Monotype’ machine,for all its versatility, can do
nothing likethat: it is able to produce only one body-size at a time.
If, for instance, the machine is producing 11-point body, as this is,
nothing larger or smaller in body will come out of it. But a great deal
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of flexibility remains, so long ‘as we respect the limitation the machine
imposes uponus at this stage of our work. The machinewill produce >
and f or? and , or anything in between; but not 3, which are two separate
types, 54 point in size, placed together. Nor‘will it mix 48-point type
such as
or

or

in an 11-point casting: these must be addedlater, by hand.
The matrix-case used in mathematicsis specially enlarged for this work
and offers a wide range of characters, as may be seen in the plan of a
matrix-case shown opposite. - Moreover, one character may be substituted
for another of the sameset or width,and in practice those more commonly
demandedbya particular manuscript are included in the matrix-case.
The keyboard operator must therefore select from the manuscript only
those characters in a formula, for instance, which the machinewill produce at one time. If he is composing in 11-point size he will select only
those characters which he knowsare available in the matrix-case from
which the type will eventually be cast. He will move across thefolio of
manuscript, picking out those characters and leaving spaces for the
others. The type will emerge from the caster just as he has recorded his
perforations in the spool.
MAKING-UP

The newly cast type, assembled in lines on a long steel tray, called a
‘galley’, is now passed to the ‘maker-up’, a compositor possessing special
skill and experience. The maker-up stands at a frame on which cases
are mounted, just like the hand compositor; indeed he is the modern
hand compositor. In his cases will be found the type and spaces required

for correction or adjustment; and, either in the cases or near by, the

additional characters, large and small, which have yet to be added

because, for one reason or another, they could not be included in the

matrix-case. These ‘sorts’, as they are called, are produced bythe caster
separately, and in quantity, and are stored for use as required.
It is the business of the maker-up to add to the type which has come
from the caster whatever is necessary, in material or by adjustment, to
makeit conform to the author’s manuscript, which he has before him.
To dothis it is likely that he will have to ‘break up’ someof the type,
add new type here and there, and reassemble the whole.

14
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A mathematical working may appear in a manuscriptlike this:
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and come from the caster like this:

Weconsider a variation dq? of a world-line between g? and qg?. Then

from (3.21, 23) we have

dR = dff 2dr = ff ga@ dg?+ag jae dr aq? ag?
= fikKgd a£g dqt+pydqtgdr dz éqt

= ff (py dqt+Pe dq?) c= ff d(py dq*)
= (Pg)r=, ag? ie )roet dqt

(4.2)

(¢ a 0, 1,..., n),

from which wesee once more that R fae an extreme value. Now,on
the other hand, we have
hence

(a)

(6=9,1...., n). dq? agt

@R=—py

(6)

OR = pg,

(4.3)

aq? ag?

dR = aRdgt+aR dg? (d = 0, 1,...,n),

(4.4)

Whenthe maker-up has completed his work it will look like this:
Weconsidera variation dat of a world-line between q? and q?. Then
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the other hand, we have
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It is also the business of the maker-up to add any diagramswhich are
to appear on text pages, to separate the type into pages, and to add
headlines, page numbers, diagrams, and whateveris necessary to complete the pages.
MAKING NEW MATRICES

Every now and then a mathematical author considers it necessary to
invent some entirely new symbol to express an idea, and heis always
much surprised, and hurt, when hefinds editors, publishers, and printers

in unanimous and powerful opposition to what he regards as a simple,
reasonable, and essential demand. (It is not surprising that the printer
includes these esoteric characters amongthe special sorts whichheclassifies as ‘arbitraries’ or ‘peculiars’.) There are, indeed, many reasons for

this resistance.
In the first place most book printers already possess manyspecial
characters which might be made available, and for this reason alone they
are unwilling to increase a cataloguing and storage problem which may
well be acute already. The mathematical editor (whois well able to speak
for himself in this matter) may object that he would be doing noservice
to science by accepting additions to a notation already overloaded.
Editor and publisher will look askance at the expense (20s. or more for
every sort); and the whole triumvirate will disapprove on grounds of
delay (anything up to twelve months) and will assuredly be joined sooner
or later by a disappointed and impatient author. So, if a new symbol
must be provided, let the authorfirst consult his editor, and the editor

his printer, to discover whether anything lies ready to hand which can
be used as it stands, or readily. adapted.
But if a new matrix must be madeit is well to know what this implies.
First a drawing must be provided which will be projected and enlarged
on to a sheet of paper through a lantern, and traced. From this the
draughtsman will make a carefully measured working drawing which
will be used to produce a copper-faced pattern in relief about 3 inches
square. The pattern is then used in the punch-cutting machine which
is operated on the pantograph principle, the follower moving round the
outline ofthe pattern and guiding the rapidly revolving cutter as it shapes
a piece of steel into the form of the punch required. When it has been
hardened and adjusted the punchis fitted into the matrix stamping
machine where the actual matrices are produced for the printer. (It is
unnecessary to remind you that each type is a reverse, or negative, of
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the character it has impressed upon the printed page; a matrix is the
reverse ofthe type it moulds, and therefore matches the printed character;
the punchis the reverse of the matrix it is used to produce; and, to complete the cycle, the type is a duplicate of the punch, in another metal.)
I should explain, lest you ask the question, that matrices can be engraved,
and that punch-cutting can be eliminated. But a matrix maybe required
by several, and more often by a great many, printers; and it may wear
out or become damaged. Soit is muchsafer, and, in the long run, much

cheaper, to havein reserve the comparatively indestructible punch. This
is a bare and quite inadequate accountof a most exacting procedure: and
all for a single character which can very often be done without.

You may remark that, even so, this does not account for the twelve

months’ delay which I have warned you to expect. Unfortunately
ravished Europe is crying out for replacements, and the peoples of the

Middle East, India, and Africa for new founts in their own nativescripts,
which mustall come from the same source. It is impossible to exaggerate

the magnitudeof this problem.

IMPOSITION

A book,to the uninitiated, is a collection of single leaves and most of

us discover, in our early and destructive years, that these are, somehow

or other, sewn together. And even if we have never seen a book being
printed we assume, from economic considerations alone, that several
pages must be printed together. The practice of so disposing the pages
of a book so that when printed and bound they will appear in proper
sequenceis called ‘imposition’.
Books maybeprinted sixteen pages at a time,or in thirty-twos, sixtyfours, or even higher multiples: oddments may beprinted as eight, four,
or two pages, and if need be, as a single page. Whenthe sheets have been
printed thefirst act of the binderis to cut them up andfold them as units
of eight, sixteen, or thirty-two pages: these units are known assections.
The most common multiple in which weprint is thirty-two pages, and
the most commonsection the sixteen. The disposition of the pages for
printing determines these matters.
The pages(still on a galley) may be imposed at any time after the
maker-up has completed his work on them. The compositor who is now
in chargeofaffairs lays down the pages, in their proper order, on a large
andperfectly flat steel surface called a ‘stone’ (because in early daysit was
a stone). He then places pieces of wood or metal, known as ‘furniture’,
B 1597

Cc
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between the pages ,which are thus separated, to create the margins in
the finished book. When this has been done the compositor encloses
the whole in a steel frame (known as a chase), and finally he makesall
secure with expanding pieces of metal called ‘quoins’. The completed
imposition is now ready for printing, provided that all corrections have
been made. Theset of pages, thus assembled and secured in the chase,
will henceforward be known as a ‘forme’.
On the page opposite is shown a 32-page imposition. This forme,
printed first on one side of a sheet of paper and then on the other,
will produce 64 pages inall, that is two sheets of 32 pages, or four
sixteens.
Corrections

In this place I should sound a note of warning. The correction of type
is always a troublesome and expensive operation and should never be
demandedlightly. The proper place to makefinal adjustmentsis in the
manuscript. But if corrections must be made, let them be made in the
slip proofs where the compositor’s task, if difficult, is tolerable. Once
the type has been madeupinto pages any but the smallest adjustment
becomes a major operation which may disturb a whole paragraph,or a
whole page, or several pages, breeding risks of further errors in proportion to the extent of the disturbance. And after the pages have been
imposed, that is the stage immediately preceding the submission of the
reader’sfinal ‘query’ proofs, further correction must be avoidedlike the
plague. For, in the rigidity of the imposed ‘forme’ the potential risk of
error, and the potential enlargementof cost, are multiplied manytimes.
A NOTE ON OFFPRINTS

Authors who contribute to periodicals are sometimesirritated because
the offprints to which they are entitled, or have ordered, are so long in
reaching them. This delay is not due to some dark plot of the printer
whoseeks to deny the authorhis rights, but is the interval the printer
requires to retrace his steps in a somewhat fussy commission which,if
truth be told, he would much rather be without. For offprints, in the
best practice, mean separation of the articles, reimposition ofeach article,

and the reprinting of contributions in varying numbers, it may be from
25 to 100, or more.

For this purpose the formes are brought back from the printing
machine; the pages are then released, rearranged, and imposed again as
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so many oddments, and carefully checked. The new formes are then
returned to the machine-room andare printed again as a series of small
jobs. Sometimes special covers are printed for each contribution, which
is another complication. Perhaps the interval which must elapse between
the appearance of the journal and the arrival of the offprint is not so
unreasonableafterall?

C. B.

II. RECOMMENDATIONS TO
MATHEMATICAL AUTHORS
1. Introduction

THE production of a piece of printed mathematics requires for its
successful completion the co-operation of three parties—the writer, the
printer, and the reader. Because of the abstract nature of mathematical
thought andof its essential use of symbolism, the writer has always a
difficult task in carrying over his meaning to the reader quickly and
without uncertainty. The printer, as a middleman, has the double duty
of catching the writer’s meaning and of passing it on unimpaired to the
reader.
The setting of mathematics is a rare and expensive skill not readily
acquired, and existing facilities often have difficulty in keeping pace
with the rapidly growing output of mathematical writing. For this
reason there maybe a long and vexatious delay between the writing and
the publication of a mathematical work.
A greater and moreabiding anxiety is that of the steeply rising costs
of mathematical printing. Learned bodies charged with the maintenance
of mathematical periodicals are faced with difficult economic problems:
are they to raise prices at each increase of costs or must they steadily
cut down their acceptance of material? Similar questions confront the
publishers of mathematical books.
For these reasons a body of detailed recommendationsis presented
here for the consideration of mathematicians showing how they can ease
the printer’s task. They are based, on the one part, on some twenty
years’ experience as an editor of the Quarterly Journal of Mathematics,

and, on the other part, on a service, equally long, as Mathematical
Reader at the University Press, Oxford. The Editor, while taking full

responsibility for what he has written, owes muchtohis fellow editors
for helping to shape many of the recommendations given here: and
indeed to the contributors themselves of the Quarterly Journal who
have already accepted many of them with very good grace.
The Reader, himself trained'as a mathematician, has handled more
printed mathematics than any single editor can hope (or wish) to have

read and has been careful to see that these recommendationsare fitted
to the practical, day-to-day problems of a mathematical press.
The ‘warning examples’ that appear in this chapter have sometimes
been taken from actually published mathematics; sometimes very
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elementary examples have been constructed to make their point unencumbered by excessive mathematical detail.
Muchin this chapter will be commonplace to the mathematician of
experience: it is addressed,in thefirst instance, to the young mathematician beginning to write for publication. In our editorial experience he
is anxious to be shown howheshould prepare his manuscript for press
andis very willing to conform to suggestions when they are madeto him.
The reader, before reaching this chapter, is presumed to have digested
the Printer’s simplified account ofthe mechanicsof printing. This should
be supplemented, wherever opportunity offers, by a visit to a press
printing mathematics. It is a sobering experience for an author to
contemplate the chain of processes that he sets in motion when he sends
a manuscript for publication.
The constraints of type
Under G. H. Hardy’s inspiration the London Mathematical Society
published in 1932 a pamphlet, ‘Notes on the Preparation ofMathematical
Papers’. This considered the problems of mathematical printing from
the point of view of hand composition. It is hoped (humbly) that the
present publication may be regardedas its successor extendingits general
principles to the conditions of mechanical composition. Many of the
problems are the same. Composedtypeis essentially a mass of hard metal
painstakingly built from many small components into a solid whole.
Wherethe printed page showsthe blanknessof space (or what the printer
calls ‘white’) there is none the less solid metal, invisible only because
it does not reach up to the printing face. This is forcefully shown in
Fig. 2 of the preceding chapter. Moreover the basis of composition,
and especially of mechanical composition, is the formation of lines of
type of uniform depth. The printer, like the determinist in the philosophical limerick, is
‘A creature that moves
In determinate grooves:
In fact not a bus but a tram.’

In fact, in ‘Monotype’, with its precise units of type-width as well as
the point units of body-depth, we can regard composition as if it were
set out on graph paper. On the other hand the mathematician’s pen
is free to roam, enlarging or compressing his script, filling blank space
with symbols, constructing marvels of formulae—even, perhaps, ringing
a character or inserting one character within another in a way that
cannot easily be directly imitated with metal type.
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Text and formulae
It is convenient both here and afterwards, in writings that contain
mathematics, to distinguish the text from the formulae or what printers

(and some mathematicians)call ‘workings’. The text comprises those portions of the copy that, as here, are written in continuous prose and printed
in evenly spaced lines. These can be set up completely and at once from

the keyboard at a speed limited only by thelegibility of the copy and
the operator’s dexterity. Nothingis left for the hand compositor at the
‘assembly’ stage except to ‘lead’ the completed lines to the desired
interspacing.
This can still be true of a text containing mathematical symbols and
even of a full-length formula such as
(912)? = {exp(a, z+), y+ 2)}/ (da t+dyy+Cy 2).

All the characters used here are available on 11-point bodies, and such
a ‘working’, with the spacesfilling out the measure, can be set completely
from the keyboard. It will be convenient to speak of such a working as
being ‘linear’ in the sense that, like ordinary text, it is composed entirely
of a sequence of 11-point types. On the other hand, when written in the
mathematically equivalent form,
2
Oi =

eur+biy teiz

Ayt+byy+Cy2’

the formula departs from ‘linearity’ in three respects. Clearly the
numerator and denominator of the fraction and the ‘rule’ separating
them have been put together by hand. Less obviously, the inferiors and
superiors in 63, are separate 54-point characters built into the symbol by
hand; andthe ‘inferior to superior’ in the a,, b,, c, of the exponent are
also inserted and ‘justified’ on assembly. It might, of course, be suggested thatall likely combinations of inferiors with superiors and again
all likely ‘inferior to superior’, ‘inferior to inferior’, ‘superior to inferior’ ,

and ‘superior to superior’ should be separately cast on 11-point bodies,
such castings being directly effected from the keyboard.
But here weare met bythe limitations of the matrix-case. This, in its
enlarged mathematical form, has space for no more than 272 separate
matrices; these must include, of course, spacings, marks of punctuation,

the complete roman anditalic alphabets in both lower case and capital,
much of the Greek alphabet, numerals, current mathematical symbols,
many of these too in both inferior and superior. All ‘sorts’ beyond the
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272 selected for the particular work in hand muststill be inserted at the
assembly stage, and it is not of great consequence whether these are
inserted as 11-point or composed from separate 54-point. Moreoverall
unusual matrices have to be catalogued and stored for immediate access.
At the time of writing the University Press, Oxford, has in use or onits
shelves some half-million distinct matrices.
By‘linear workings’, then, we can effect savings in both time and cost,
which,thoughinfinitesimalin a single instance, by accumulation become
of considerable importance in the completed volume.
Embellished characters

It is essential to mathematical notation to be able to show associa-

tion of symbols by symbols suitably ‘embellished’: thus with x we can
associate x’, x,,Z,%. Here again lateral additions as in x’, 2, are much

to be preferred to vertical additions as in ¢, <. The prime ’ and the
suffix , are put in directly from the keyboard, being separately cast on
11-point bodies and taking their places in the 11-point line alongside the
1l-point x. Vertical additions, on the other hand, must be inserted on

assembly as pieces of type that have to be supported on each side by

lines of blanks; if this occurs in the text, it will certainly disturb the

uniform interlinear spacing.
It is true that such familiar symbols as %, £ are available as single
11-point types. But, if much of the alphabet is to be requiredin some
embellished form, we may again be confronted with the limitations of
the matrix-case, so that the types maystill have to be inserted by hand.
The author who is accustomed to produce the text of his work on a
typewriter, afterwards inserting symbols and formulae with the pen, will
be awareof the care and delicacy needed to avoid errors and omissionsat
this second stage.
Thereis, of course, no sort of suggestion that mathematical formulae
ought always to be linear. It is a matter of professional pride to the
compositor and a challengeto his skill to set up anything the author may
have written, whatever it may cost in time or effort. But it would
obviously be pointless to make these demands wherean easy alternative
is available; and it is especially heart-breaking to the printer when a
complex andreally difficult formula is discarded in the corrected proof.
Sufficient has been said in the preceding chapter to discourage the
demand for new symbols except where these seem inevitable. In the
sentence often attributed to William of Ockham: entia non sunt multi-

plicanda praeter necessitatem.
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Consideration for the reader
Manyof the detailed recommendations set out below are designed to
embodythese principles and to assist the printer. But others are more
concerned with the convenience of the reader who, as the ultimate
recipient, is entitled to the chief consideration; he may often betired,

inexpert, or of foreign speech and may need considerable help. The
author therefore has the obligation to see not only that the presentation of his mathematics is complete and impeccable but that his prose
is terse and unambiguous and his symbolism well-planned and such
as to strike the eye effectively. Those authors are at an advantage who
can visualize how their formulae are likely to appear on the printed
page.
Theart of presenting printed mathematics has much in common with
those of display advertising and window-dressing. Crowding is to be
avoided; contrast can be used whether of formula against formula or of
words against symbols; essential information ought not too often to be
hidden awayin the small type of inferiors and superiors.
Mr. S. Morisont has the phrase ‘assisting the reader’s immediacy of
comprehension’, and a good mathematical presentation is one in which
the essential information admits of being ‘immediately apprehended’;
it should not be sufficient merely to say thatit is ‘all there’ for anyone
who has the patience and skill to disengageit.
Aesthetic considerations have not been neglected in these notes. To
the pure mathematician (as harshly distinguished from the scientist
using mathematics for his own purposes) the aesthetic is part of his
technique, and the underlying pattern of a.problem is more likely to
reveal itself in the printed page than in an author’s manuscript or on
a blackboard.
Much that is written below is part of the accepted framework of
mathematics; some is frankly new and experimental; some even provocative; sometimes decisions have been made merely to secure uniformity; there are repetitions for clearness. There may be conflict with
whatis recommendedin other guides. And certainly what may be convenient in fount or notation for the sciencesis not necessarily as desirable
in mathematics, whose very life-blood is symbolism. The tradition of
mathematical printingis still in the making, and it would be a pity to
clamp down too soon on every convention. Nonetheless it is already a
+ First Principles of Typography (Cambridge, 1951) [Cambridge Authors’ and
Printers’ Guides (I)] p. 15.
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great tradition and deserves every support from working mathematicians
in its development.
At this time there is strong advocacyto displace the printing of mathematics by photographic methods applied to typescript or manuscript.
There is no doubta place for them in (say) the duplication oflecture notes
or in reproducinga doctorate thesis in extenso. Butit is difficult to believe
that these processes can eversatisfy the present demands of mathematicians for the rich arabesques of symbolism they are driven to employ. If
increasing complexity of mathematical notation sends up costs so much
that publishers are driven more and more to photographic methods, the
prospect for mathematicians is bleak. To help postpone this day is one
of the purposes of this book.
.
Finally it may be said that what is recommended here—to authors and
through them to editors and printers elsewhere—will represent the
Oxford practice in printing mathematics. Authors whose mathematics
is being printed at the Oxford University Press will thus know what to
expect in the interpretation of their manuscripts.
In conclusion it may be permissible to quote from the preface of a
recent Oxford mathematical book. ‘Continental authors are often accustomed to begin the real writing of the book whenthefirst proofs comein.
From thefirst the Press madethestrict condition that this method should
not be followed and accordingly we did our very best to deliver the
manuscript in such a form that no avoidable corrections had to be made
in the proofs. As a matter of fact the more we worked with this method
the more weappreciated it, and we shouldlike to advise other continental
authorsto give it full consideration.’
This consideration need not be limited to continental authors.
2. Fractions
The solidus. The purposeof the solidus is to keep a fraction ‘linear’,
i.e. within the 11-point limits. For instance a/b is 11-point, but ; is
24-point.
The solidus should therefore always be used whenfractions appear in
the text or as part of a formula. Otherwise the fraction oversteps the line
of text, which must then be more widely spaced both above and below
(as can be seen in the preceding paragraph), disturbing the eye. Thus
in the text we print (x-+a)/(y+6) and dy/dx, d°z/dx?, etc.
Further, when fractions occur simply in a displayed formula that is
otherwise linear, the solidus is conveniently used, for then the formula
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_ can be set at once from the keyboard: thus
1

is both quicker and cheaper.
The solidus is also useful in compound fractions:

ata,
+a!
y+b y+’

prints (and reads) better as

(1)

z+y+1

(x-+a)/(y-+b)-+(e+a')/(y+0’)
z+y+l

ra, xa’
Fest relie %

For reciprocals the index —1 may be more convenient, so that
xt+a~

y+b

(4)

can be printed more compactly as

(w+-a)-1+ (y+b)-1
(x-a’)-1+ (y+b')-)’

(5)

1/(a-+a)-+1/(y+b)
I](e+-a’)+1/y+o')

as well as

xt+a-

y+b]/

\e+a’

(6)

y+b'

Of these three (5) is probably the clearest.

Ontheother hand,the solidus should notbe used except whereit gives
some clear advantage. The printer is prepared for displayed blocks of
24-point formulae, which he regards as natural to mathematical expression. Consequently, when a formula is already extended beyond
11-point by some other lengthy symbol,as for instance { or > with limits,
the solidus achieves nothing in clarity or convenience, and becomes, in
fact, rather inelegant. Thusit is right to print
eo

fz dx,
0

J) f ome du,
0

> ce
0
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Bracketing with the solidus. In compound expressions the solidus
inherits the priority of x and + over + and —. Thus z/y+z means
(z/y)-+2, though to the unaccustomed eye it may be clearer to postpone
the fraction (when this is possible) and write z+2/y. But, when the
writer intends z/(y+2z) or (z+2)/y, he must so bracket them. A sum of
fractions such as 2,/a,+2,/a,+2,/a;+... should, however, be quite
unambiguous.
With functional abbreviations like log, sin, etc., careful bracketing is’

desirable. Thus, unless the context is otherwise decisive, log z/a may be
read as either log(x/a) or (logx)/a. It is safer to use brackets in each case.
Numerical fractions. Certain numerical fractions of common occurrence appear on the mathematical keyboard as ‘small fractions’. These

ares $$ 224233 83 F.

:

Such fractions are set and cast as single 11-point units, and their use
renders the solidus unnecessary; by comparison the solidus gives a
clumsier symbol. Thus we write

fn,
not

%logz,

sin}a,

cosd(x+y)

m/2,

(2logx)/3,

sina/4,

cos(x+y)/2,

>

tee

sing,

cosTY

nor, of course,

With functional symbols where the argument is conventionally enclosed in brackets it may be convenient to repeat a small fraction rather
than to double the brackets. Thus

are better than

T(gz+dy),
T{h(a+y)},

D(de+3)
I'{3(x+2)},

whereas I'}(z-++-y), ['4(x-+2), being unconventional, may be misread.
In proof corrections andelsewhere small fractions are called for as

‘sm.fr.’
Products offractions. In manuscript it is natural to express a product
of separate fractions by simple juxtaposition: thus
laz+y

2b

z

siné

1+ ¢c0s6’

y dy

x dx

In print this is inelegant and may be confusing. There the products
should be joined up as

a(x+y)sin 8
2bz(1+cos6)’

y dy
xdx
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Where, exceptionally, it is desired to emphasize some aspectof the structure of a product, the full point may be used as a grouping symbol, so

that we print (say)

a(z+y)
2bz2

sind

1+ cosd"

The use of fractions and thesolidusin indices,etc., is referred to below
in § 4.
3. Surds

For practical reasons the printer dislikes the use of the ‘vinculum’ or
bar.t This is therefore to be avoided in the notation of surds, its place
being taken where necessary by brackets. With simple forms (unless
they are to occur in complex formulae) v should be sufficient. Thus we
print
V2 (and not v2), 311, ~V%, 3/a7, v2, vVsin(«+6).

Compoundsurds are bracketed thus

N(2z),

(aty),

V{(w+a)(x+5)},

and so too ./(—311), although 7V311 is usually better.

In numerical surds we treat V5 (say) as a single character and print
V5(x-+-y) meaning precisely (V5)(z-+-y). Withalgebraic surds vx(y+z)
is permissible but (y+-z)vz is less likely to be misread. Such a form as

V2,/(1—2?) is ugly and should be written ./(2—2z?). In any example

where confusion seems likely the insertion of sufficient brackets is
advised.
Similar principles extend to the use of the 24-point root sign. We print

be BS« SR

The index notation sometimes provides a convenient alternative,

especially with the higher surds—thus

(eta),

(wait,

ampytin,

The advantage of the index notation will be more fully appreciated
whenit is explained that such a symbol as ‘Vis not one piece of type,
but consists of a V cast on a specially narrow body into which a small *
{ The ‘bar’ is actually a piece of metal rule which has to be cut exactly to
length andfitted precisely in position over the symbol (or symbols) to which
it refers. Two other ‘leads’ then have to be cut exactly to length tofill up the
line so formed and hold the rule securely in place. This is a time-consuming

business and, if more than one vinculum is used in the same line, becomes ,

troublesome.
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hasto be fitted to give the familiar appearance. In the case of a larger V
sign this, of course, involves justification as well.
The notation Vz+a\ has been used in place of,/(x-++a), making the surd

into oneof its own brackets. This conveniently saves a pair of brackets
and may be suggested to authors with a taste for experiment.

4. Superiors and inferiors
‘Superiors’ and ‘inferiors’ are the printer’s terms for indices (or superscripts) and suffixes (or subscripts). Such usual forms as 2,, a”, e, .F,
give the compositor no difficulty. The superiors and inferiors are each

cast separately on the full 11-point body and are in effect independent
11-point characters. Thuslog,(1-++-2?sin?9,) is a ‘linear’ form in the sense
defined aboveandis set directly from the keyboard.
As will be seen by reference to the table on p. 95 the range of superiors
andinferiors available at Oxford includesthe full italic alphabets in both
capitals and lower-case and the lower-case Greek alphabet. A few Greek
capitals and other frequently required characters are also in the range.
It must be pointed out that not every ‘sort’ available in text-size
11-point type is also available as a superior or inferior, although the
stock of matrices is being continually increased. The use of a character
not listed as superior or inferior may involve the cutting of a special
matrix or justification by a hand compositor.
Difficulties of another sort arise when superiors andinferiors have to
be set one abovethe otheras in A?, 0), 6-1. These superiors andinferiors
must each be on a 54-point body so that, when paired, superior and
inferior will build up into a composite 11-point symbol. This, of course,
has to be done by handand requires ‘justification’ to make a properfit.
Thus, when the context does not forbid, it is much easier for the com-

positor to set x,,,, OF even ,,2,, rather than 27’; but ,,v, can be confusing
in formulae: for example 2,73, is clearly better than ,x%,,2%,. With
‘double’ superiors or inferiors, i.e. superior to superior, superior to
inferior, and so on,asin e™, 2", d,1,@m,, the ‘second-order’ superiors and

inferiors need to be specially cast and to be inserted by hand. Moreover,
the results are not always easy to read.
When double superiors or inferiors have to be set one over the other in
a compound symbol, the task is one of much difficulty. Such symbols as
Ai or P*i~*>y,, can be built up only by filing down the body size of
minute pieces of type so that they maybefitted in the correct relative
positions with respect to “ and , to give the second-order superior and
inferior, the whole being carefully fitted together by hand. Such notation
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should be avoided wherever possible, the more since such composite
indices and suffixes do not make easy reading. Some possibilities of —
avoidance or simplification are suggested below.
With exponents the use of exp for e is now general. It should be
employed wherever the exponentis at all elaborate and especially when
it contains superiors or inferiors. For such exponents the index notation
is not only difficult to print but also tiresome to read. Thus

exp(ax?+ 2hay+by?),

are better than

ear? +2hay+by*

exp(sin @,+sIin @,)

sind +8in Os

It is suggested that this notation could be extendedto bases other than
e by writing exp, for a*: this is certainly a logical extension of the
notation log, y. Thus 2#%™+), pm*+mn+n* could be written and printed
exp, $n(n+1),

exp,(m?-+-mn-+n*).

For some purposes we might adapt the notation of the hypergeometric
function F(a,b;c;x) in which the semicolons conveniently separate
upper and lower parameters and the variable. Thus we could replace
k

[B.0Vins ves sey Uy)

by

I(kh; p, 0, Vy).005 V3 By,-++) Uy)

or

Ti (Dy 0, Vyye005 Vys Ayye0+y By).

This principle could be applied to indicial notation by writing

exp{—3;A—g(z)} for {A—g(x)}#

in cases where the indices need to be specially legible.
Thefigure 1 is unusual as an exponent, and mayeasily be mistaken
for a prime (accent) in this position. It ought therefore to be specially
indicated at its first appearance. When, exceptionally, primes and
exponents unity are to occur in the samepiece of writing, special means
of distinguishing them should be adopted.
>. IL f. It is the practice of the University Press to print the limits of
a sum, a product, or an integral above and below the symbol >,[], f :
andnotto theside: the gain in legibility is held to justify the extra work
of setting. This takes the composite symbol beyond the 11-point range,
n

@

so that >, J are hand-set. Thus, when }, J], i} are used in the text, the
1 6

limits should be given only whenthey are essential since their presence,
as here, deepens the line beyond the 11-point span.
In dealing with complicated sumsor productsit is sometimes possible
to reduce the amount of work called for both in displayed workings and
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in the current text by some such simplification of the notation as the
following.
Define

II R ee gy. a)

AP (L—qu")(1—g"**)...(1—q2ut")

by, Baynes by LL gg)(gay

where the left-hand side is much simpler to print than the right. In
current text this may be further contracted to II,[(a); (6)], stating the
numberof each kind of parameter where necessary. This gives a form
which can beset straight from the machine.
The custom has grown up, for example in the theory of numbers, of
packing muchessential information in small type under > or perhaps
‘lim’. This is awkward for both printer and reader. It is suggested, for
instance, that

>
i=
2
n<a
ay<(2z+K)'F

n+Ki=ajb
a\>a2*

ay>a2*

>
n<z

1

n+x1=0(mod aj)

is better written and printed as
Dil = Dold 1)

where

a, >a in),

n+Kx, = afb,

n<2,

2X <a, < (z+x,)"" in DS,
na,

n+, =0(modat)

in }s,

or we could write more formally
ete.
x],
>
a,
afb,;
=
n+n,
<x;
Diln
D1 aa

Commas. In double suffixes and so on, commasare inserted only when
needed to avoid confusion. Thus
ann»

Onn-wv

41;

Qo10:

Use ofsolidus. Although thesolidusis advisedfor fractional exponents
with literal denominators as in x(¢+c+®, simple numerical fractions are
tr

generally better expressed with ‘small’ fractions: thus z*, J look better
anl2

than 3/4, J :

Correction signs. The customary signs for indicating superiors and
inferiors and double superiors and inferiors are explained in § 15.
5. Brackets

Brackets are a great stand-by to the mathematician. They can be
inserted for clarity at any point in a formula; they can be added to
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symbols to create associated symbols as in [x], {x} the integer and frac-

tional ‘parts’ of x. For these reasonsit is worth while takinga little care
about brackets and their use.
The doubling of brackets within themselves, as in (r—(a+b))? may
trick the eye in a long formula andis foreign to the Oxford practice. The
endeavouris therefore to provide a wide variety of brackets. In regular
use we have(in printer’s language) the three sorts: parentheses ( ),
braces { }, and brackets [ ]; and their normalorderis [ {(...)}]. When
necessary they can be extended by ‘full face’ brackets and parentheses

[ ]. (.). These are cut to the full height of the 11-point body and are

consequently slightly longer than the ordinary bracket and parenthesis.
They can be called for by ‘full’ against them in the margin. We then have
the extended set of [([{(..-)}])]. ~
Two further sorts of bracket can be made available on the keyboard:
‘double’ brackets [] |] and ‘angular’ brackets <>. Double brackets can
be placed outside the bracket sequence as

CC (C€¢--)$]) 0.
Angular brackets have already been conventionalized in Physics, in
connexion with Dirac’s ‘bra’ and ‘ket’ vectors, and elsewhere. Other-

wise they are conveniently retained for the occasion when, in some
complicated formula, an inner term, say that within (), needs further
bracketing. The use of () avoids a rearrangement of brackets through-

’ out the formula. Thus we write

[1-+{2(a2+ b2)(a2+-y)—(ab+ay)}}?

= [1+{((a+b)?+ (a—b)*)(2-+-y?) —(ab+ay)}}?

rather than

= [1+[{(@+5)?+ @—6))}(a*+-y*)—(ab+2y)*]]

where the complete change in the bracketsis a little disturbing.
The purpose of such variety is to leave an author free to use some of
them symbolically without running short of brackets for ordinary
‘grouping’ purposes.
‘
Sometimesa little care can save a pair of brackets. Thus we can write
T\(42-+4y) and I'(—2—y) for I'[4(x+y)] and I'[—(z+y)]. Again, since
> z+<a could be read hastily as > (x+-a), it is better written as > (x)+a.
But we can avoid this bracketing if we may write it a+ > x.
Symbolic uses. The use of particular brackets in a notational sense,

unassisted by a functional symbol,asin [7], {x} already briefly mentioned,

has its drawbacks. It, of course, reduces the supply of brackets available
B 1597

:

D
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for their more usual purpose and cannot therefore be pursued very far;
and the eye, accustomed to regard brackets as part of the unemphatic
punctuation of a mathematical formula, has to be retrained to give them
functionalsignificance. On the other hand, in a symbolsuch as the matrix
elementa,, or C,,, the coefficient in > > C,,,x"y”, the symbols a, C are
unimportant as against the parameters 7, 7 or m, n. It would often be
tempting to omit a, C and write merely <i,7> or {m,n}, say, bringing
these essential symbols into their rightful prominence. This, however,
can grow tiring with much use.
Perhaps the right conclusion is that the permanentstereotyping (and
therefore sterilization) of a type of bracket is a hindrance, but that
temporarily in an article or book it may be convenient to give a nonce
value to certain brackets. But in every such case the author should make
clear to editors and others in a covering page that such-and-such brackets
have a special meaning and therefore must not be tampered with and
presumably may not be used elsewhere for current purposes.
A departure from the recognized sequence of brackets should similarly
be noted.
To distinguish open and closed intervals the convention has sometimes been madeof reversing the bracket at an open end. Thus(a, db)is
the completely closed interval, )a, b) is open at a, and )a, b( is the interval
open at both ends. The printer’s attention should be drawn to this use
so that he will not ascribe these reversed brackets to a mereerror.
Full parentheses( ) should be used round the upright verticals | | because of their greater height. These are also convenient when bracketed
symbols have to be enclosed as coordinates in the usual coordinate
parentheses as

(n(x, +29), (Y4+Y))

Wherebrackets have to spread over two or morelinesof print, [ ] are
to be preferred to () or {}, which grow bulgy with extension. Thus we

print

of(a,b;c;x)

but

a,
b;
sal : ‘al.

Special uses. Brackets, preferably ( ), should be used in ‘parenthetic
definitions’. Thus in enumerations we write
u,

(r=1z,...,n),

Unn

(m = 1,2; n = 1,3, 5),

wherein the second example the semicolonis used for better separation.
Where such parenthetic definition occurs we do not punctuate
u,, (r = 1,...,7), ; the added commasare redundantwith the brackets( ).
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The ‘broken definition’ of a function is conveniently printed with a
brace as

[foosoany =) oom
A

tn,

where the punctuation should be noted.
In limits it is sometimes handy to write (2 — 00) in place of ‘as x -> 00’.
Wewrite x (> 1) not x (x > 1), but, of course, sinx (x < 7) in full.
The use of ( ) after a functional symbol that is not one of the usual
f, F, ¢,... can occasionally lead to ambiguity. Thus,if x(¢) is in use, we
could read x(a-+-b) as either the product (a-+-b) x x or the value of x(t) at

t = a+b. We could avoid such a difficulty by using <> as the functional
brackets.
As already mentioned, the ‘vinculum’ is much disliked by printers
and ought to be regarded as obsolete in print, whether with surds or
elsewhere. It should always be replaced by brackets.
In the text ( ) carry clauses for which commas are inadequate,or,
where they would enclose a bracketed symbol, dashes may bepreferred.
Interpolations in the text that stand outside the argument, as for
instance references, should be given [ |: ‘as has been proved by Cayley

[(6) 23, Theorem 1].’

Whena mathematical expression occursin the text, it does not require
additional brackets for that reason except when hyphenedon to another
word. Thus we print ‘n-+1 dimensions’ not ‘(n+1) dimensions’, but

‘(n+1)-dimensional’.

6. Embellished characters

Some general remarks have already been madeaboutthe use and abuse
ofembellishments over or under mathematical symbols: briefly that these
additions are muchdisliked by printers except when the symbol as embellishedis otherwise available as a single character and so can beset at once
from the keyboard. The full set of such composite characters available
at Oxford is given in Appendix B. It will be seen that ‘barred’ letters
are available for the entire alphabet of italic capitals and for nearly all
lower-case italics and lower-case Greek. The dotted alphabets are much
less complete, although there is a full lower-case Greek alphabet dotted
below. For therest, linguistic study has furnished us with an assortment of
letters, English and Greek, variously modified. These are preponderatingly vowels and mostly much too haphazard for mathematical purposes. When, therefore, an author introduces a character, modified above
or below,that is not in thislist, he is, in effect, asking for a new symbol,
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and such a symbol should be considered on its own merits for legibility
and convenience, as should any new character. Thus it may be questioned
whether + is sufficiently clear and distinct, especially when seenin proof;
some more outstanding plus such as -+- would have been preferable. In
fact dotted symbols are in general to be discouraged except perhaps in
traditional devotion to Newton. We must further rememberthat such
composite characters, whether already available or specially cut, mean
so many more characters to be accommodated on the keyboard; when
its capacity is exceeded, these extra characters must be-inserted later —
by hand.
Bounds and limits. Some authors are accustomed to use lim, bd,

and so on for least and greatest limits and bounds. These notations are
being superseded by ‘sup’, ‘inf’ for the greatest and least bounds, and
correspondingly ‘limsup’ and ‘liminf’ for the limits of these bounds.
These forms can be adapted to subtler limits and bounds, andit is suggested that they should render unnecessary the use of barred notations.
A bar over a symbolis now in use in topology and elsewhere to denote
the‘closure’ ofaset. This is associated with‘fr’ and‘int’ for the ‘frontier’
and ‘interior’ of a set. It would be much more convenient typographically to print ‘cl’ or ‘clo’ for closure: the latter is preferable as being
pronounceable; ‘fro’ would be preferable to ‘fr’ on the same grounds.
Over someletters thebaris not easily read,as in 5; so too thetilde as in 8.
This can be worse in the denominatorof a fraction as in ——
of

5.

7. Displayed formulae

The term ‘displayed formulae’ is used in contradistinction to those
formulae or combinations of symbols that are embodied in thelines of
text. Most of the formulae of printed mathematics occur as displayed
formulae. These are set centrally on the page,i.e. leaving equal amounts
of ‘white’ on each side (though an exceptionally long formula may need
the full ‘measure’—.e. length of each line of type on the page). They are
generally spaced vertically from the body of the text, the spacings or
‘blanks’ being obtained by meansofleads,i.e. shallower strips of metal
that do not reach to the printing surface.
Alternatively a simple formula or expression may be embeddedin the
text. Such a formula must be short enough not to be broken between
two successivelines of text: it is a rule of composition that formulae that
cannot be completed in a single line of text are to be displayed even
though not so shownin the author’s copy. This may happento a text-
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formula because, when set up in type, it chances to begin towards the
endof a line, which cannot, of course, have been foreseen by the author.

It is therefore a safe rule to keep only the shortest formulae in the text;
- there is then generally sufficient play in the spacing to allow the compositor to follow the author’s wishes.
Text formulae, as explained earlier, should be within the 11-point
limits of height to avoid interference aethe regularity of the linear
interspacing, though occasionally, as with IL such interference must be
accepted unless, as suggested in § 4, IT, will serve.
On the other hand, very short expressions or sets of symbols will look
awkwardandisolatedif displayed, and these therefore should be retained
in the text.
Broken formulae. When a formulais too long for the page-width and has
to be broken into successivelines (and we are now,of course, speaking of
displayed formulae), it should be broken, if possible, at the end of a

natural ‘phrase’; if, for example, it isa much-bracketed formula, it should

be broken at the end of one of the major brackets and not at an inner
symbol. This natural phrasing (as in music or speech) makesforintelligibility between writer and reader and shouldnotbeleft to the compositor. An author, when hefinds himself writing a longish formula, should
indicate a convenient point of fracture in case of need. The compositor
will not makeuseofit if he can possibly get the formula into a single line.
If the over-long expressionhas, let us say, the general form {...}+-{...},
sothatit is conveniently broken at the +, then, by the Oxford custom,
this sign is repeated so that the broken formula appears as

fu}

+{...}.

This repeated + serves to connect the two parts of the formula, and the

first + remindsthe reader that there is more of the expression to come—
in the way that a speaker’s voiceretains its pitch at a pause to show that
a spoken sentence is incomplete.

The convention includes, of course, the minus sign. A product{...}{...}
is thought of as if written {...}x{...}, and the x is repeated when the
formula is broken at this point. The principle is conveniently extended

to an operator product so that we print

(6?/dx? + 6?/dy?) x

x f(x,y),

where the x can be read as ‘on’ or ‘operating on’.
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A ratio that needs to be broken is better written as a fraction if
numerator and denominator do not exceed the measure of the page.
Otherwise the division sign — is to be preferred to the solidus, which is
not very distinctive in long expressions. Thus

{...}+

hettor

ne re

thai

{...}/

{}

is best.

ee ee aay

Broken ‘assertions’. Symbols of assertion such as =, >, ~ and the

rest are not repeated in this way. Thus we print

(A)
= (B)
so long as each member(A), (B) of the equality is complete initself.
This fits accepted practice when, often, an expression (A) is displayed
in isolation to be followed by an assertion written out in the text and
not stated symbolically with =, etc.
Equations are best broken at ‘=’ rather than at +, —, x if this is

possible, and so for other ‘assertions’.
A succession of assertions is printed

(A) > (B)
= (C) 2 (D)

or.

(A)
> (B)
= (C)
2 (D)

with the symbols of assertion ‘ranged’, i.e. set vertically beneath one
another. It should be noted that a connecting sign applies strictly to the
two expressions immediately connected by it: that is to say, the above
formulae imply that

(A)>(B),
and therefore that

(B)=(C),

(A) > (C),

(€) > (D)

(A) > (D).

Whensomeofthe steps of the succession do not need the full width of the
page, we maybeable to print

(A) > (B) = (C) “2 (A) > (B) = (C)

2 (D)

2 (D),

according to the length of (D). We purposely avoid

(A) > (B) = (C)
2 (D)
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since, in an actual example, the line of >, > could mask the presence

of =. Weare careful therefore to ‘derange’ the >, >. The compositor
has instructions about this, but the author should iok: for this ‘ranging’
and ‘deranging’ both in copy andin proof.
Simultaneous equations are similarly ranged by the = and not by the
first or last symbol in each line. Thus
C=,

y+z = b+e,
x—ytz=d.
A ‘broken definition’ is best displayed in some such form as
sing

(x < 0),

0

(«=0),

f(z)={

tanz (% > 0).

‘Broken inequalities’, which can occur in obtaining upper and lower
bounds, can beset thus:

f(x) = (#?-+1)/(x?+ 2)

>t

and

<l.

Economy. Since muchof the burdenof analysis is carried by displayed
formulae, it is worth while to give some attention to their economicaluse.
A complicated formula may be straightforward enough for the printer,
but maystill demand effort from-the reader. Heavy formulae can often
be lightened by the temporary introduction of a symbol to denote some
recurrent element of them. Formulae are helped also by a happy choice
or invention of notation.
Analysis must often rely on a long successive reduction or simplification of formulae: on whatis, in fact, symbolic computation. How much
of this should be written out and how muchleft to the reader involves
decisions many of us have to learn by experience. Ideally the argument
should give just sufficient stepping-stones to enable a competent mathematician to stride in safety from each one to the next. Tricks and turns
in the computations, especially those crucial twists due to the author’s
own ingenuity, should be clearly indicated. Straightforward and wellknown procedure can be omitted.
Subsidiary results or results of secondary importance may be just
enunciated and left with the remark ‘it can be proved that’ or ‘I have
been able to show that’.
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The writer should often ask himself ‘Is this worth several pounds a
page ?’

8. Notation (miscellaneous)
A few miscellaneous points that can arise in mathematical setting are
arranged here.
Abbreviations, where used with a mathematical symbol, becomepart
of mathematical notation and are printed without the full point (and in
roman) like mod 2, sin z, det |a,,|. The abbreviation is normally written
without a capital: max(z, y) not Max(z,y); but we could, if we wished,
define Max in somespecial sense. Other abbreviations, such as ‘const’
for ‘constant’, are less elegant and should be avoided. This objection
does not apply to ‘e.g.’, ‘i.e.’, ‘etc.’, which pass as current English. Of
these ‘e.g.’ can often be equally well written out as ‘for instance’ or
“for example’, and wecan in this way avoid the ugly combination of
‘i.e.,e.g.,...’. On the other hand,‘i.e.’ has no handy alternative andis
essential in mathematical narrative linking equivalent statements in
much the same way as ‘=’ links equivalent forms. Whenit introduces
a displayed formula,it is better placed on theleft of this formula, rather
than on the right of the precedingline.
The abbreviation ‘etc.’ is preferred to ‘&c.’ since the ampersand ‘&’
rather suggests a mathematical symbol. This unwanted ‘&’ may,in fact,
be offered to writers who are lookingfor still another symbol for some
sort of addition.

Binomial coefficients are now usually written with the notation (")
though this, as here, breaks the line awkwardly when it appears in the
text, as it may well do in enumerating the number of membersin set.
If this symbolis printed with 54-pointletters as (7), itis less quickly read,
especially with a more elaborate form such as (™"+?—1). The older forms
"C,, C”, which still survive, also have this disability and wastefully add
the intrusive C. It is suggested that the symbol (n!7r), which has been
used, might be tried more frequently.
Definitions. The usual form of introducing some symbol as a temporary shorthand for a longer expression is along these lines: ‘we write

s=a+y+z’,
putting the new symbolfirst and, where possible, displaying the formula
of definition (as here), so that it is readily seen on reference back. Sometimes the definition will come naturally at the end of a reduction by
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successive =’s. The convenient form for this is
co

1

= | f@ de+{ f(z) dx = I,+1,, say,
1
0
where ‘say’ is best brought into the line of definition if possible. It is
always kind to the reader to let him know withouthesitation that the
perplexing symbols have been newly introduced and are not some
symbols already met whose significance he has foolishly forgotten. For
this purpose some authors use = for the identity of definition; others, if
they work in the theory of numbers,detest this, since for them = is the

congruence symbol. This symbolis also sometimes written for a casual
identity that is established in the course of an argument: ‘we thus see
that f(z) = ax+b’. Here we generally get a better emphasis in the form
‘we see that, identically in x, f(x) = ax+0’.
Lnmits. It is usual to write x > a+-0, x > a—0 to distingtiish the limit

at 2 — a approachedrespectively from above and below. It is suggested
as an economy that these could be written x >a+, x2->a— without
ambiguity.
The accepted notation for a limit is lim and so on. This has replaced
ro

Lt or It.

L—>o

_

«ro

Matrices and determinants. The full ‘two-dimensional’ notation of
matrices and determinants such as
G1
Go,

Ap
Aan

Gp)

Depa”

Bin
Gon

aes:

ys

_ is expensive to print and unwieldyto read if there is much of it. Every
opportunity should therefore be taken of simplicities of pattern through
the absence of elements or otherwise to reduce the notation to a (horizon-

tal) linear form. For the completely general matrix, the form printed
above can be replaced by [4@,,] or (a,,) alone. Either bracket is permissible

here, but [ | has the better appearance in the elongated form needed in

,
the full notation.
The matrix of a single column can be written {7,,...,2,} or col(x,,...,2,).
The ‘diagonal’ matrix, in which all the elementsare zero except @)),...,2nn
of the principal diagonal, is written diag(a,,,...,@,,), and this is extended
to diag(A,,...,A,,), where A,,...,A, are sub-matrices diagonally placed
in the matrix, which is completed with zero elements.
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For the determinantsufficiently definable in termsof a typical element
a,, we can write det|a,,| or simply |a,,|. But, when this latter could be
mistaken for a modulus, we can use ||a,,||.

The normal alignment of a determinantis by its first row, so that we
print
a

b

c|=a3+b3+c?—3abe.

c a b
beca

There may, however, be occasions on whichit is preferable to align on
the centre line of the determinant.
Maxima and minima. While max and min are available for the
greatest and least values of an expression, these can become awkward
in formulae: for instance if we had to write

min pot) — min p > on (max p— min p)—e.
It is suggested that, unless musicians object, we could make use of
+, b for this purpose, and write instead

1
Bt —py > Hag (HY—by) —€Products. In simple products the traditional order is: numerical coefficients, literal coefficients, variable factors as in 2ax. We help the eye
in more elaborate products by putting factorials and symbols such as
(a), near the beginning; bracketed factors later, and exponentials at the
end. Thus mn! could be mistaken for (mn)!, and e'"*y reads less easily
than ye'"*, We write 2! or sometimes, for safety, 2(n!) to distinguish
it from (2n)!, but n! 2". We write f(x)ebut e*7f(z).
‘Abbreviated’ functional symbols like sin, cos should come at the end
of a product whenever possible. Thus we use asina+bsinf8 and not
sin wa+sinBb, which could be read as sin(a«a)-+sin(8b). This principle
should be maintained in more elaborate examples than need be given
here; where it cannot be applied, brackets should be inserted.
Numerical factors are separated by a full point, as 2.4.6...., and we
conveniently extend this to negative numbers without added brackets,
as in —3.—1.1.3.5.
In unfinished series we are reminded that there is more to come by a
last + or — at the break, whicheveris appropriate:
14+2+3-...,

x—ha?+4y3—....
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For an infinite series ‘to 00’ may be preferred to ‘ad inf.’ as

1—}3+4-... to 0.

Vectors. We print scalar product a.b, vector product a A b; or, when
it is clear that a, b are vectors, we may print simply a.b and a/b.
The heavy type used here is known as ‘bold-face’. Some authorities,
notably the Royal Society, recommend the use of ‘sans serif bold’ type
for vectors (a.b, A.B), as also the use of romani, j where these denote

(-)).

>, =, <. These symbols have currently the force of verbs: ‘exceeds’,
‘equals’, etc., and it is thought inelegant to use them in the text as
adjectives or unsupported by mathematical symbols. Thus instead of
‘a number > 0’ we write ‘a positive number’ or it may be ‘a number z
(> 0)’; instead of ‘the numberof solutions > 2’ we write ‘the numberof
solutions which are greater than 2’ or ‘the numberofsolutions is more
than two’, whichever is meant.
In the Oxford practice the symbol > (in this form) is used alike for
‘is greater than or equal to’ and ‘is not less than’. Exceptionally we
may wish to distinguish between ‘f(x) > 0’ as meaning f(x) has zero
amongits values and ‘f(x) + 0’ as meaning ‘I knowonly thatf(x) cannot
be negative’.
(—)” is essentially a symbolof ‘sign’ and not of number. Thusit is
not proper to write (—)"/n! meaning (—1)"/n!; we do not write +/n!
for 1/n! On the other hand, (—)"a”, (—1)"x, (—2)" are all admissible
and all mean the same thing.
Sign of substitution. The sign
sometimes used for substitutions is
z=a

puzzling to compositors, who are used to seeing vertical rules in pairs:
the sign is not used often enough to becomeestablished in the compositor’s
mind as a symbolin its own right. It is better to write all substitutions
in the form [...],.,, where the brackets have the advantage of delimiting
the subject of substitution. If, for some reason, these particular brackets

are not available, the symbolism {...},_, or (...),-q is unlikely to mislead.
Some mathematicians (including the writers) will maintain that
symbolism can be overdone; that a remorselessly symbolic mathematics
need not be the moreintelligible. The passage from mind to mind must
be made through the reader’s eye, and a microscopic notation, all
‘jots and tittles’, indices and subscripts, may beasillegible as a macroscopic exposition relying largely on words and phrases. The ideallies
between these, in which an occasional word punctuates the symbolism
and a formula or a little knot of symbols breaks the flow of words.
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9. Headings and numbering

Here it is convenient to treat together the arrangementof an article
for a journal, or a chapter of a book, since the problem is roughly the
same for each. In a book, the chapter numberwill be printed in roman
capitals centred on the page, the word ‘Chapter’ being suppressed. The
title of the article or chapter is set in large capitals (indicated where
necessary by triple underlining); for a run of articles under the same
title (I), (II), etc., are added after the title. This title, or a shortened
version of it, may appear as the headline of alternate pages. The author
should provide for this purpose a form of title shortened to not more
than 40 letters including spaces(thatis, for the usual Oxford mathematical
format). Otherwise the editor or compositor must produce such a variant,
which maynotgive satisfaction. It is often helpful in a book for shortened
chapter titles to be used as headlines for left-hand pages, with section
titles (shortened where necessary) as headlines for right-hand pages. The
right-hand headline will-refer to the section containing the top line on
this page.
In every case long titles, running maybeinto severallines of capitals,
are to be deprecated, for appearance’s sake and because they havealso
to be quotedin full in ‘Contents’ and indexes, and perhaps subsequently
in references. It is, of course, recognized that in muchspecialized mathematical writing it is no easy matter to compose titles that are at once
concise yet explicit.

Titles (for elegance) should avoid footnote signs and also, where
possible, symbols, since titles will be quoted in indexes, and perhaps
elsewhere, in smaller founts.

Sections. An article or chapter is divided into sections introduced by
serial numbersand headingsin bold type (indicated by a wavyline drawn
under the words) set ‘full out’, i.e. beginning at the left-hand margin.
A full point follows the serial number but not the heading. The text
commences, indented, in the followingline:
10. Conclusion
These methods can be extended....

If sectiontitles are not being used as headlines and the author’s invention
fails him for a heading, the text runs on after the serial number:
10. These methods can be extended....

Sections are quoted with the symbol § and serial numbersin ordinary
type, as § 1, §§ 2, 3, §§ 3-7, etc.
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The continuity of an argument will sometimes lead to an overlong
section. This may well be broken up into sub-sections with decimal numberings in ordinary type: thus we should subdivide§ 4 into 4.1, 4.2,....
These numbers are inserted (with or without italic headings) at the
appropriate ‘paragraphs’ as described below. Such sub-sections are
quoted as § 4.1, §§ 4.2-4.5, and so on.
For the reader’s understanding an article should generally begin with
an introductory section explaining at what point the subject is being
taken up and,if possible, indicating the main results achieved. In much
mathematical work this ‘introduction’ will differ little from a ‘summary’
and maysufficiently take its place.
Occasionally the sections themselves are grouped under Parr I,
Part II,... or other more informative superior headings. For contrast
with the section headings these are conveniently centred and, as here,
set in capitals and small capitals with roman numerals.
Paragraphs. The sections themselves will be ‘paragraphed’ (that
is, indented) at convenient intervals. Where there are few displayed
formulae, the text should be lightened by frequent indention; but displayed formulae contribute a sufficient ‘aeration’ of the page, and
paragraphing can then follow the broad phrases of the argument. Use of
a typewriter often encourages too frequent indention, which then gives
an irritating left-hand margin to the page.
Subordinate headings within a section are set in italics, the text
running on after a full point. Thus always ‘Proof.’, ‘Case (i): x > 0.’,
etc. The principles outlined above will be found exemplified in these

pages.
Exceptionally a break within a section, superior to a paragraph, can
be madebya ‘line of white’, i.e. a line of space, built up by setting a
line of quads or insertion of leads. The author asks for this by noting
marginally ‘space’ or ‘line of space’.
Enunciations. Sections will also be broken from time to time by the
enunciations of theorems, lemmas, and the like. These are preceded by
the appropriate title THzoREM, Lemma, CoROLLARY, ... in capitals and
small capitals (indicated by an appropriate underlining (see § 14) or by
‘c. & s.c.’ written in the margin).
The enunciations themselves are set in italic. This is indicated by
underlining, or a vertical line may be drawn in the left-hand margin

running the length of the enunciation and the gloss ‘ital.’ added. The
author should so indicate the exact extent of his enunciation; otherwise
this must be guessed at by an editor or compositor.
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Theorems, lemmas,etc., are separately paragraphed: thatis, they are
indented andtheline of text immediately following is also indented.
Theitalicizing of enunciations should be extended tootherless precise
enunciations such as the statementof a problem, the formulation of an
hypothesis, an elaborate definition, or intermediate results that may
occur in the course of an argument and which it is desired the reader
should note. Such less formal enunciations may be paragraphed ornot
according to their length or importance. In a sense we may regardthis
italicizing as the mathematician’s quotation marks, taking statements
outside and abovethelevel of the ordinary text.
It should be noted that ‘lemma’, ‘theorem’, etc., are common nouns

spelt with lower-case first letters, but, followed by anumber, they become
proper nouns and are given capitals. Thus we write: ‘we prove these
theorems by use of Lemma 1...’.

So, too, ‘Feuerbach’s theorem’,

‘Fig. 1’, ‘by reference to the figure’.
Numbering. For most purposesof serial numbering arabic numerals
are best. Letters, whether English or Greek, may be confused, in the

text, with such letters used symbolically. Roman numerals soon grow
cumbersome and I may be misread as a pronoun (as perhaps here).t
Exceptionally, as has been said above, roman capitals in parentheses
( ) are used with titles in a periodical to indicate successive parts (or
afterthoughts) of the same study with repeated title; and they are conveniently used for chapter-numbers in a book. Lower-case roman
numerals are recommendedin the text for enumerating separate cases
or where a numberof parallel conditions or statements need easy separation: thus
Let us suppose that (i) x > 0, (ii) n is an even integer,(iii) C is
someconstant, (iv) a, 8, y depend only onz,....

The advantage of the roman numeralshere is that, having no symbolic
significance, they are not likely to be confused with any of the symbols
x, n, C, a, B, y.

The numbering of sections, of theorems, etc., and of equations and
formulaeis alwaysin arabic numerals. Various systems of enumeration,
quasi-decimal and otherwise, have been used and havetheir points of
advantage; but over-elaboration is to be avoided. In a series of articles
in a periodical the enumeration should be complete for each article and
not run on consecutively through theseries.
The organization of sections and smaller divisions in a book presents
{ This is avoided by writing the numeral always in parentheses as (I).
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individual difficulties. Where the sections are relatively few it is often
sufficient to number them in one series through the book, ignoring the
incidence of chapters. Where large numbers would result from this or
where each chapter is more self-contained it is better to start each with
section 1. Occasionally it may be helpful to incorporate the chapter
number in the section number,so that, e.g., Chapter VI begins with
section 6.1. In either case subsections can follow the scheme suggested
above,their heading,if any, beingin italic set at the beginningoftheline.
Sub-subsections can be inset and labelled (a), (b)...; sub-sub-subsections
can be distinguishedby(i), (ii).... It is essential to retain consistency of
orderin labelling the smaller divisions. Even more complicated schemes
can be devised to satisfy individual whim: discussion at an early stage
with the publishers is advised.
Equation numbers. In the Oxford practice equations and formulae

are numbered on the right, the number being in parentheses().. A very
few distinguished mathematicians have numbered their equations on
the left: this is exceptional. What is so numbered must be displayed;
a number cannot, of course, be set against a line of text. The number

will normally refer to a single mathematical line, ie. normally a single
printed line: exceptionally a broken formula extending over two or more
lines oftype,in which case it is set opposite the lowest line. Where several
mathematical lines are to share a number, e.g. a set of simultaneous
equations, these are braced on the right by a'}. The use of a brace and
an equation numberconsiderably reducesthe effective width of the page,
and where the equations involved are long, this means breaking them
across two lines. This is frequently avoided by suppressing the brace and
printing the equation number below the whole group.
Ifit should later becomenecessary to refer to an individualone ofthese
bracedlines, a subscript number may be used: thus (7,) could denote the
second equation of the system (7).
Whereit is desired to link two separated formulae by ‘subdividing’ a
single number, the forms (7a), (7b),... or perhaps (7), (74),... are
recommended. The latter may be useful when oversight has left two
equations with the same numberorhasleft a needed equation unnumbered.
Normally, the numbering of equations runs on consecutively, since it
is always new workthat is being numbered. But, of course, it is sometimes convenient or necessary to repeat an earlier equation; it may be
misleading to omit its earlier numberorto give it the new numberofits
new position. To repeatits earlier number can then give such a deceptive
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sequenceas (4.7), (4.9), (4.10), (4.7), (4.11). In such a case the innovation
is suggested of adding brackets [ ] to the repeated numberso that the
sequence above would appearas [(4.7)], (4.9), (4.10), [(4.7)], (4.11).
In a book therepetition of the section numberin the equation number

can be justified, particularly if there is much reference from one section
to another. The suppression ofthe full point between these two numbers
is less useful. If the chapter numberis already incorporated in the
section numberthis makes a 3-figure reference, which is in general only
necessary whenthere is muchcross-reference from one chapter to another.
Ideally one should number only those equations and formulae that
will be needed in the subsequent course of the analysis or that may be
quoted by other writers. Admittedly this presupposes foresight that
few of us lay claim to, and one has often been embarrassed in referring
to some unnumbered formula. But, on the other hand, excess of numbering may defeat its purpose by makingit difficult to pick out the particular
numbers that are actually needed.
Subsidiary results. Sometimes a piece of work may lead in passing to
a numberofresults that do not seem to deservethetitle of theorem or
lemma. These, having been enunciatedin italics and paragraphed, may

be numberedserially on the left in brackets[ ].
10. Footnotes and references

In mathematical printing the custom of the University Press is to
indicate footnotes not by small figures but by the signs f, f, §, ||
used in this order and followed, if necessary, by the same symbols
duplicated: that is by tt, etc. The asterisk is now avoided since it
frequently occurs in mathematical notation. It may be hoped that
further reference marks will not be borrowed in this way, since their use
sends the eye automatically to the foot of the page to look for whatis
not there.
Reference marksare preferably attached to words and not to symbols,
for then they could be supposedpart of the notation. It is better, too, to
keep them away from titles and headings. Whenreference marksfall
at the end of a clause or sentence, they are printed after the sign of
punctuation as ‘,}’ or ‘.t’.
Since pages of the copy will not correspond with the printed pages, an
author should write a footnote immediately underthe line to which it
refers, dividing it from the main text by lines drawn across the page. It
is less convenient to have footnotes collected at the end of a chapter or
article.
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It is good practice in mathematical work to keep footnotes as few as
possible; massed footnotes distract a reader. All important information
should be worked into the text: this can sometimes be donebyinsertions
in brackets [ ]. References to authorities should be treated as suggested
below. Footnotes then remain for interpretations, corrections, irrelevancies, and other such ‘asides’. In particular, footnotes, which of

course are set in a smaller fount, ought not as a rule to contain formulae
—especially when these involve indices, subscripts, or other symbols
already in small type.
It must be remembered that the operator, presented with a sheaf of
copy, is accustomed to go through the pages picking out all footnotes,
and to set these first in their smaller fount; some work andcare is then

needed in reallocating these to their proper places.
References. Cross-references within a chapter or an article are conveniently dealt with as suggested in § 9. In the case ofa book, references
to other chapters should include the chapter number, (VI § 2) or
(Chap. VI§ 2). The chapter numbershould be given in roman numerals.
It is not necessary to include the word chapter or any abbreviated form
of it: where this is done, however, the form used (Chap., Ch.) should be
consistent throughout. Where the chapter number has been included
in the ‘decimal’ notation (cf. § 9) the reference is more conveniently given
as (§ 6.2). References to sections should be given rather than to pages,
since these can be written once for all into the copy without waiting for
page proofs. Also they are unaltered by any possible subsequent disturbance of the type.
References to other work can be given piecemeal in footnotes as they

are neededin the text. If they are at all numerous;it is, however, much

better not to give them as footnotes but to collect them together at the
end of the article or chapter. There they may appear under the heading ‘References’ and maybe referred to in the text as indicated below.
In the case of a book it is sometimes preferable to collect the whole of
the references at the end, where they appearas a ‘Bibliography’. Authors
should consider which method best serves their interests, but are

recommended to avoid footnotes unless references are very few.
References should be presented in a standard form. Foran article give
the author’s initials and name,the title of the article (if desired) in
quotation marks, the nameof the periodical in italics followed by the
numberof the series (if any) in brackets, the volume-number, the year
in brackets, and,finally, the first and last page-numbersofthearticle.
For a bookgive the author’s initials and name, thetitle of the book in
B 1597
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italics, the place and year of publication (or the edition) in brackets.
The punctuation is shown in the example below.
‘Volume’ and ‘page’ and their abbreviations are omitted. There are
recognized abbreviations for the titles of journals. The Royal Society
in their Notes on the Preparation of Papers (July 1951) give a list of the
more frequently cited scientific journals, while a list more suited to
the needs of the pure mathematician can be found in Mathematical
Reviews.
These references are arranged preferably in the alphabetical order of
the authors’ names, repetition of an author being indicated bya rule,
andofa periodical by ‘ibid.’ An authorin collaboration is distinguished
from the same author writing alone. The references are then numbered
in succession in bold-face type. The following example shows how these
detailed rules are observed in practice:
1. D. E. Littlewood, The Theory of Group Characters and Matrix Representations of Groups (2nd ed. Oxford, 1950).
2. D. E. Littlewood and A. R. Richardson, ‘Immanants of somespecial mat-

3.

rices’, Quart. J. of Math. (Oxford) 5 (1934) 269-82.
‘Somespecial S-functions and q-series’, ibid. 6 (1935) 184-98.

The foregoing schemeis that which appeals generally to the ‘pure’
mathematician andis followed in detail by such journals as the Quarterly
Journal of Mathematics (Oxford) and the Proceedings of the London
Mathematical Society. Other systems differing from this very slightly
are in use: the most commonis that in which the only variation is that
the volume numberis printedin boldface,all other details being followed
exactly. This is used, e.g., in the Quarterly Journal of Mechanics and
Applied Mathematics. The Royal Society has standardized a slightly
different form for their publications and many authors have followed

the lead there given.
Authors should be warned that each journal and, generally, each series
of monographshas its own style, and that when writing for a particular
journal or series they should familiarize themselves with its style and
follow it.
When writing a book to be published by the Oxford University Press
they are advised to follow the style here given, or'the variant in which
the volume numberis given in bold face. The Press, however, does not
wish to dictate in this matter, and any schemeused consistently throughout the book will as a rule be followed.
The references are, as a rule, to the complete article or book in

question, which is then quoted in the text by its serial bold-face type
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numberin parentheses(): thus
‘The problem has also been discussed by A. N. Other(1).’

It is unnecessary and tiresome to print for this
“The problem has been discussed by A. N. Othery’,
with a footnote t A. N. Other (1), or even ¢ (1). When details of page,
equation number, etc., become necessary, these are given in: brackets
thus:

‘The proof has been given by A. N. Other [(1) 27 (3); see also

(2) § 6].’
Less conveniently this information is given in a footnote.
This use of (1), etc., is much to be preferred to the ad hoc reference by
initials and so forth, such as A.N.O. (I). And, of course, numbering by
means of superscript figures should be avoided if clarity and lack of
confusion with mathematical symbols are sought.
It is convenient practice to give an author’s initials in the collected
‘References’, omitting them in the text or in footnotes, unless they are
necessary for distinction, as between F. Riesz and M. Riesz. Titles are
given only when an individual has been brought into personalrelations
with the writer: ‘My thanks are due to Professor X’, ‘Dr. Y points out
to me that ...’.
The humaneauthorwill be careful to give such a sufficiency of references to earlier work whether by himself or by others that the interested
reader can take up the argument withoutdifficulty. It is perhaps a mild
form of arrogance to suppose that everyone must be acquainted with the
subject in hand. Wherethetopicis enshrined in an abundantliterature,
it may be possible to give a useful reference to a wider bibliography
elsewhere, but precise references ought to be given to all books and
articles from which formulae, theorems, or other details have been

quoted.

11. Varieties of type
In this section we are concerned with the type faces usedin setting the

text of a mathematical book—these are bold-face,italic, large and small

roman capitals. We make mentionalso of special founts, such as script,
and the Greek and German alphabets, which can be drawn uponfor use

as mathematical symbols.

Bold-face type. The use of this type for numbering andtitling of
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sections has already been mentioned,as also its special use for the numbering of references. In mathematical notation heavy type has been
conventionalized to denote vectors, although,as their novelty diminishes
and their frequency in mathematics increases, the reservation of a
specialized type may becomeless necessary. All publications do not
make use of the same fount of heavy type. Oxford:has standardized
the ‘bold face’ type shown in the heading of this section, but the Royal
Society favours ‘sans serif’ bold (cf. § 8). In any case bold-face type
should be used with economyand discretion in mathematical symbolism
becauseofits strident quality; muchof it on a page upsets the evenness
of appearance and makesfor less easy reading. Certainly such a notation
as (1) in a mathematical sense would be undesirable since it could be
confused with the notation for references.
Thesign for bold type is a wavy line beneath the words or symbols in
question; for security the word ‘bold’ may be added in the margin.
Italics, as has been said, are used for enunciation and for subordinate
headings. Elsewhere in the text they may be used very sparingly (as

here) to emphasize a word or phrase. When emphasis is essential in an
enunciation or other block of italic type, this is obtained by setting in
small capitals.
Formal definitions in the text are conveniently given in italics: ‘we
call | f| the modulus off’. Looser terminology can be put in quotation
marks: ‘we apply the method of ‘‘maximum descent’’ at this point’.

In additionto these uses in the text, the bulk of mathematical notation
is, of course, carried in italic type. This the printer knows, andit is

therefore unnecessary to indicate asitalic any recognizable Englishletter
used with a mathematical symbolor occurring in a mathematical formula
however short: for example the n in n+ 1 or n = 2. On the other hand,
whensuchletter appears in isolation in the text (as does thefirst n in the
foregoing sentence), it comforts the compositor to have it underlined. So
too underline the italic letters in x-derivative, z-plane, n-dimensional,

nth, adding the hyphenin all except the last. When, however, nth occurs

in italic text, as, for example, in an enunciation, we print n-th as clearer

than nth. Also we print (n—1)th, (n—2)th, (n—3)th, not (n—1)st,
(n—2)nd, (n—3)rd.
The author must not underline Greek letters, merely because they are
used as symbols, nor indeed for any reason whatever. Greek letters are
not italic and to write (say)
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is to run a good risk of getting
d,

y,

k,

u,

v,

p.

Standardabbreviations(not single letters) used as symbols are printed
in roman and without the full point:
sin, tan, cot, cosec, log, In, exp, sinh, cosh,

tanh, sn, cn, dn, lim, mod, max,inf, re, im.

Thelast two have been adopted in the Oxford practice out of the numerous formsfor ‘real’ and ‘imaginary’ parts.
It may be repeated thatitalics are indicated by underlining, reinforced
for safety by ‘ital.’ in the margin. Italic is restored to normal(i.e. roman)
type by ‘rom.’ in the margin.
_
Capitals. Capitals and small capitals are used, as has beensaid, for
the titles of theorems, lemmas,etc., and also, rarely, for emphasis within

italic type. By a printing custom thefirst word or words ofan article
and of each chapter of a bookare set in large and small capitals.
The typographical sign for small capitals is a double underlining and,
if necessary ‘sm. caps.’ in the margin.
Ordinary (roman) capitals appearso frequently in their normal English
usage in the text that to invest them with other conventional meanings
risks confusion and ambiguity. As has been mentioned above,they are
used, always in parentheses ( ), for the serial numbers of titles. But
capitals used symbolically, whether in geometry, analysis, or elsewhere,
are set in italic. Exceptionally, and somewhat oddly, certain Greek
capitals are identified with similar roman capitals. Thus the capitals
correspondingto a,B, e, 7, p are A, B, E, H, P, even when used as mathe-

matical symbols; this clearly renders their frequent use undesirable.
The markfor ordinary romancapitals is a triple underlining and ‘cap.’
or ‘caps.’ in the margin. For anitalic capital this triad of lines is put
under the single underliningfor theitalic; for safety ‘ital. cap.’ is written
in the margin.
Special founts. For use as mathematical symbols, apart from the
founts of type already mentioned (roman,italic, and bold face), there is

also available a fount of bold-face italic type, which has the samestrident
quality as its ‘roman’ counterpart and calls for the same economy and
discretion in its use, and also a fount of Script type. Greek and German
alphabets are very largely drawn upon,and it should be noted that in
each case there is a heavier fount which can be utilized if Greek or
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Germanletters are needed to denote vectors. Difficulty will only arise
here if ‘embellishments’ (dots, bars, etc.) are added: these will involve
hand workor the ordering of special matrices.
12. Punctuation

Punctuation can afford to be more lavish in mathematical work than

would be thought necessary or even tolerable in ordinary writing. The
concentration and complexity of a mathematical argument can be eased
by a rather strict adherence to the conventions of English punctuation.
These are recapitulated below with adaptations to the special needs of
the mathematical sentence. It should be remembered that normal
punctuation runs on through the sentence although it may include
symbols or whole blocks of displayed formulae. These are essential
grammatical components and must havetheir share in the punctuation.
Thus, when a sentence ends with a displayed formula, this must be
followed by a full point just as much as if the formula could have been
written in words; and consecutive formulae, like consecutive symbols,

need to be separated by commasor other punctuatingsigns.
The commais usefully regarded as a kind of grammatical bracket that
gently partitions off words, phrases, and clauses that are slightly out of
place in the sentence. Like brackets they normally workin pairs unless
the beginning or end of the sentenceitself completes the partitioning. A
subordinate clause somehow seems morein place whenit followsits principal sentence, as here, and for that reason no commais put before the
‘when’. On the other hand, when,as so often in a mathematical argu-

ment, the subordinate clause, usually a condition introduced by ‘if’ or
‘when’, precedes the principal sentence, then it is important to markits

termination with a comma, often reinforced, as here, with ‘then’.

In the preceding sentence the complete conditional clause ‘when .. .
sentence’ is cut off by commas, ‘on the other hand’ being part of the

main sentence. Thus, always, we punctuate ‘For, if z > 0, e* > 1’, not

‘For if z > 0, e* > 1’, since ‘for’ belongs to the main sentence and,
had the order been inverted, we should have written ‘For e? > 1 if

z> 0’.
Because of its frequent technical occurrence in mathematics, it is
convenient to regard ‘if and only if’ as a single conjunction ‘if-and-onlyif’, omitting the commasround ‘and only if’. Accordingly we punctuate
‘et > 1 if and only if z > 0’.
This ‘insulation’ of interpolated clauses by commas is perhaps the
best way of inserting reasons in a mathematical reduction that is being
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effected in a string of equals. Thus we punctuate
im

i sin x log cosec x dx
0

I

in

0

(1—cosx)cos x
dx, on integration by parts,
sin x

1

i co dc, say,
o..
1

| ( -) dc, on reduction,
l+c

= log $e, by integration.
Thesuccessive formulae should be arranged in column as above.
There is a rather subtle use of the commawith relative clauses, which

can either assert or define. Those which assert are preceded by a comma,
as in the preceding sentence; those whichdefine,as in these two sentences,
omit the comma. Briefly, assertive ‘which’ applies to the whole of a
class, definitive ‘which’ selects certain members ofit. Thus the omission
of the commabefore thefirst ‘which’ in this paragraph would imply that
there arestill other relative clauses that neither assert nor define. The
practical test is that assertive ‘which’ can be replaced by ‘and this’, ‘for
these’, or some equivalent; definitive ‘which’ can be replaced by ‘that’.
This is often preferred in ordinary prose, but, in mathematics, ‘that’ is
already too frequent as a conjunction.
Confusion will not often arise from this source since the experienced
reader will be sufficiently warned by the context. The false assertion in
‘Mersenne considered numbers of the form 2?—1, which are prime when
p is prime’ will deceive only a beginner.
The above distinction applies also to clauses introduced by ‘where’ or
‘when’. The omission of the commaconverts the clause into an adverb
of place or time: ‘This is where we came in’. Thus in definitions we
strictly punctuate ‘sina, where « denotes ...’.
A comma may also separate principal sentences connected by ‘and’,
‘but’, etc. Here it is a useful convention to omit the comma when the
sentences are joined by a commonsubject, but to insert it when the
subject changes with the sentence. But in a succession of ‘if’-clauses and
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the like, the commashould be morereadily omitted so that it can more
easily separate the conditions from the subsequentassertion.
On the other hand, a commais insufficient preparation to a sentence
opening with ‘hence’, ‘thus’, and the rest. These words introduce new

principal sentences, and the previous sentence must therefore be closed
either with a full stop or at least with a semicolon.
An exception to this rule is the conjunction ‘for’ which somehowlies
between the ‘subordinating’ and the ‘coordinating’ conjunctions. It
has someslight danger in mathematics from possible confusion with the
preposition ‘for’, for it is frequently used as an ellipsis for ‘for the case
in which’, asin e* > 1 fora > 0. After this intentional over-use of‘for’,

it is suggested that theelliptic ‘for’ can often be replaced by ‘if’ or ‘when’
and the conjunction ‘for’ by ‘since’ or ‘because’.
Again, a commais usefully inserted, as here, after words such as
‘Again’, ‘Moreover’, ‘Finally’, ‘Above all’, introducing a sentence.
It is modern English usage to insert a comma before ‘and’ with sets of
three or more as in “Tom, Dick, and Harry’. In mathematics with
symbols or enumerations the ‘and’ is best omitted, and we write ‘zx,y, z
are real’ or ‘We see from (3), (5), (7) .. .”, unless the last memberhas to be
specially distinguished. With pairs we may choose between ‘z, y’ or
‘x and y’ and so on.
A commashould separate each of a run of equations (not a semicolon
unless for a special purpose). Thus
x= 4,

y = 5,

Z=C.

This holds equally when the equations are in successivelines.
The commais omitted from a set of equations held by a brace except
between equations in the sameline of the brace. Thus
c~=a
y=b},

’

z2=cCc

the group as a whole being punctuated, as here, beyond the brace.
Exceptionally with a very long brace the equations may be punctuated
as if the brace were absent.
Wehavelearntto use the commas between substantives ‘in apposition’
as in ‘I, John, take thee .. .’. This practice should not be extended to

mathematical symbols. Thus we write free of commas ‘the function f(x)
is real’, ‘the point P lies. .’.
Finally, commas should beslipped in (under the excuse of a sense-
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pause) to separate numbers from symbols. Thus ‘by § 4, x = 0’, ‘in
Theorem 1, 7 is real’.

The full point or ‘full stop’ marks the end of a sentence or an abbrevia-

tion. It is not repeated after an abbreviation, such as ‘etc.’, that ends a

sentence, and it is omitted after ! of the factorial symbol. We print,
however, ‘r,+2%,+....’ where the full point is distinguishable from the
triad of dots preceding it. As has been said, the full point is not used
with such abbreviations as ‘sin’, ‘log’ that have becomeestablished as
forms of mathematical notation.
Words andphrases used absolutely as titles or headings are cut from
whatfollows by full points:
‘THEOREM 1. Every solution ...’,
’

‘The case of x real. Here we. -.’.
>

The semicolon can be used both as a weak full stop and as a strong
comma. It can be used, with bracketing effect, in a run of equations to
break them up into desired groups. Thus we should write the equations
of three straight lines in space as
=a,

y¥=2;

=D; ws;

=,

2= ¥,

Likewise in a succession of parallel sentences separated by a comma—
as for example in a long statement of conditions—we can take breath at
a suitable point by writing there a semicolon in place of the expected
comma.
The semicolon can replace the full point when the following sentence
has to begin with a symbol that is not a capital letter: to some eyes,
indeed, it is repugnant to begin a new sentence(after a full point) with
any symbol. In enumerations with(i), (ii), (iii), . . . semicolons are preferred to full points since the roman numerals themselves are lower-case.
Theutility of the semicolon in mathematical notation because ofits
bracketing quality has been referred to elsewhere.
Thecolon is rather preciousin its use. It indicates somesort of attachment of the new sentence to its predecessor by way of explanation or
expansion. It has been usefully said that a colon is appropriate where a
letter-writer would have put a dash. ~
The punctuation ‘as follows:—’ is traditional. In mathematical work
we omit the dash andprint only ‘as follows:’. But it is not necessary to
makethis a rigid rule, since a long exposition may best be introduced
by afull stop. Wecan use the colonin this way before theorems, enunciations, and the like. Thus ‘I prove the theorem: THEOREM 1. ...’, ‘we
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have the rule: ...’. On the other hand,formulae, equations, and so forth

are introduced without any mark of punctuation. It is irregular to print

‘Solving the equation, x5+ 527+...’
“We havethe formula: f(x) =...’

unless there is some special reason for requiring the commaorthe colon.
The colon is convenient before a restatement preceded by‘that is’.
Thus we may punctuate ‘.. . f’(x) > 0: that is, f(z) is monotonic
increasing ...’.
Dashes are sometimes useful in a mathematical text as alternatives to
brackets when these may cause confusion with brackets used mathematically elsewhere in the text. Dashes, in their turn, should be used circum-

spectly to avoid confusion with a minussign.
Quotation marks show that a word is being employed in some unusual
sense. For example, they enclose a word thatis being ‘talked about’ and
is not a normal part of the sentence: ‘nowadays we write ‘‘convergence ”’
rather than ‘‘convergency’’ ’. The classical example is perhaps: ‘I did
not say ‘‘and’’ but ‘‘or’’ ’, which is less intelligible printed as ‘I did not
say and but or’.
Words or phrases used in a special sense, colloquially or in rather bold
metaphor, have quotation marks. Thus we might wish to say ‘Using the
methodof ‘‘least squares’’ we ‘‘sieve’’ the solutions’.
As will be seen in the preceding paragraphs, single quotation marks
are the normal usage, double quotation marks serving for a quotation
within a quotation.
The apostrophe presents few points of difficulty. There is the longstanding contention between ‘St. James’s Park’ and ‘St. James’ Park’.
The mathematician will probably prefer to spell as he pronounces and to
write ‘Gauss’s solution’, but ‘for goodness’ sake’.
It is English idiom to write ‘a theorem of Ramanujan’s, and not ‘a
theorem of Ramanujan’. Exemplars are ‘a friend of mine’—not of
course, ‘a friend of me’—or Browning’s title, ‘A Toccata of Galuppi’s’.
Wecould say that much English mathematical writing was a result of
Ramanujan, but, naturally, not that it was a result of Ramanujan’s.

We maybe able to avoid thestrict idiom, where it would be cumbrous,
by writing ‘a result due to Ramanujan’ or ‘given by Ramanujan’.
We can sometimes use an apostrophe to save a hyphen and, for
example, write ‘nine points’ circle’ on the analogy of Shakespeare’s
‘The nine men’s morris is filled up with mud’.

Symbolic plurals with an apostrophe,as‘the z,’s are positive’, can read
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awkwardly. It is suggested that we should accustom ourselves to regarding the plural of x, as x, itself in the same way that a sportsman shoots
elephant and, in the garden, sows cabbage and plants coreopsis. We
havealso the analogy of ‘for all 2’.
Hyphens. There is a thought-provoking analysis of the use of the
hyphen in H. W. Fowler’s Modern English Usage. For mathematical
purposes it may be summarized by saying that the first purpose of the
hyphenis to link two or more words into a single part of speech, as in
the previous sentence, where the hyphen combines two words into a
single adjective ‘thought-provoking’. It is also used to show that two
words havenot their precise everydaysenseas in ‘the inequality is bestpossible’, as distinguished from ‘the best of all possible worlds’. This
represents a stage in evolution from ‘the inequality is ‘‘ best possible’’’,
whenthe technical phrase was less usual. Thefinal and improbable form
would be ‘the inequality is bestpossible’.
In speech this linking of words is shown byanassimilation of stress:
the strong accent goes forward to the first word of the group, and it is
this shift of stress which is translated into print by the hyphen. Thus
we distinguish by accent and hyphen ‘a last-minute contribution’ from
the very different ‘a last minute contribution’; or perhaps, in mathematics ‘a first-order term’ from a first é6rder-term’.
Where words have their normal grammatical sense the hyphenis out
of place. Thus we write ‘theory of the zeta function’ without the hyphen,
but of course ‘zeta-function theory’ with it: in the first phrase we have
the customary English usage of a noun acting as an adjective. So we
write ‘the theorem is well known’ with the adverb modifying the participial adjective in the regular way, but we should write ‘a well-known
theorem’ because the compound adjective is usually so stressed.
Wewrite ‘a positive-definite form’, but ‘the form is positive definite’.
Wehyphen ‘sub-sequence’, ‘co-cycle’ if we wish to avoid the accentuation of ‘subsequent’, ‘bicycle’.

13. Wording
So far in these notes the printer, as much as the reader, has been our

first consideration. The suggestions that follow deal with points of
phraseology in the text, where, of course, there are few, if any, printing

difficulties. Here the primary concern will be to help the reader.
In thefirst place the completeness and exactitude of mathematical
argument often engender long and involved sentences with repeated
‘since’, ‘if’, ‘when’. It is generally kinder to break these up into simpler
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forms. ‘Therefore’ has many synonyms: ‘then’, ‘thus’, ‘hence’, ‘accordingly’, ‘in consequence’, ‘it follows that’. Sometimes alternative cases
or successive conditions can be broken up with(i), (ii), ete.

Besides prolixity we need also to avoid ambiguity. A doubtful state-ment may mean either that the author’s intention is actually mistaken,
or more probably, that the reader must suspend judgementtill he has
read further or must return and re-read. In either case there is an
irritating pause that breaks the continuity of the argument and, therewith, the reader’s assimilation ofit.

There are a number of words or forms of expression frequent in
mathematical writing that are not immediately clear, and precautions
should be taken in their use.
Assertions. The body of a mathematical argument necessarily contains many assertions of mathematical fact (or belief). These will often
differ much in their quality and origin. Let us consider, as it were, a
diagrammatic assertion: ‘all A-functions are bounded’. Its raison d’étre
in an argument maybeoneofseveral:
(i) it may be immediately obvious (to any competent mathematician)

from the definition of a A-function;
(ii) it may be a well-known theorem,dating, say, from Euler;
(iii) it may be a theorem hidden somewherein the literature of the
subject;
(iv) it may follow, with or without effort, from what the author has
just established;

(v) it may enunciate a result that the author is about to prove;
(vi) it may be a statement (without proof) of a less important consequence of the author’s argument, which he has printed elsewhere or even has not yet published.
It clearly aids the reader when the assertion can be ushered in by a
phrase that distinguishes between the above possibilities. Thus one
could say:
‘ (i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

‘it follows at once from the definition that’;
‘by Euler’s well-known theorem’;
‘K. N. Owall has proved’, adding the reference;
‘we can (readily) deduce’, omitting ‘readily’ when that would be
insincere;

(v) ‘I shall now prove that’;
(vi) ‘it can be shown that’.
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Proofs. In the same wayit should always be madeclear to the reader
where a proof begins and ends, so that he may know whento give that
closer attention that a proof demands and when to relax that attention.
A formal proofis frequently headed ‘Proof’. Less formally we can commence with the conjunction ‘For’. Wenotify the end of the argument
by such a phrase as ‘This completes the proof’.
Definitions. We should always emphasize when weare introducing a
new symbolor term; otherwise the reader may blamehis own negligence
for forgetting its meaning. It is helpful, in the same way, to give some
reminder when a symbolreappears after lying dormantfor several pages.
To the new symbol weattach a word of definition immediately before or
immediately after its first occurrence. As ‘I write X = x?’ or ‘cuts XY
in a point P (say)’.
For a reappearance we can say something like ‘which equals &, as
defined in (17)’, or whatever may be appropriate.
‘Assume’. This word is sometimes used in several senses that are not
equivalent. The author may mean that he is quoting or relying on an
established result. It may refer to a justifiable classification of cases or
a preliminary clarification. We could then replace it by ‘suppose’ and
_ say: ‘(i) We first suppose x real’, or again ‘Renaming the suffixes, if
necessary, we sufficiently suppose that x, > 2, > 23 >...’.
This leaves ‘assume’ free for what is truly hypothetical, as in an
inductive proof, ‘Assuming the theorem true in n variables’; or when
the author can prove his theorem only underrestrictive conditions,
‘Assuming thatall A-functions are differentiable’.
A temporary hypothesis set up only to be demolished by deducing(say)
a contradiction can be introduced by ‘Suppose,if possible, that’.
Weoften say ‘Supposethis is true’, but we should write in full ‘Suppose
that this is true’ or ‘Suppose this to be true’ or just ‘Suppose this true’ ;
and similarly ‘provided that x > 0’ and not ‘provided z > 0’, still less
‘providing 2 > 0’.
‘Arbitrary’ in its mathematical sense, can be given two opposite
meanings. If we sometimes fancifully picture a mathematical argument
as a two-handed game played against an inexorable adversary, then
it matters much whether ‘arbitrary’ means at the author’s choice or
the adversary’s choice. Thus the notorious arbitrary « of convergencetheory is at the adversary’s disposal and therefore restricts the author’s
choice of n(e). On the other hand,the arbitrary constants in the solution
y = > Cyn, Of a linear differential equation are at the author’s disposal,
and enable him to satisfy conditions imposed on the solution. We can
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distinguish these senses of ‘arbitrary’ by speaking of a ‘given’ or ‘prescribed’ ¢ and, if necessary, referring to the constants as ‘disposable’.
‘Or’ in the sense of ‘or equivalently’ for a statement rephrased or,
moreoften, for a formula simplified or recast can be confused with ‘or’
implying a true alternative. To read ‘the equation is satisfied by
x = sin 30° or x = }’ will not give pause to a mathematician, but ina
more elaborate example the reader may haveto read back, or read on, or to

make a mental computation before deciding whichsort of ‘or’ is meant.
It is suggested that the ‘or’ of equivalence should always be replaced
by ‘ie.’ or sometimes by ‘thus’ or ‘that is’; sometimes even by ‘or
equivalently’. It is regrettable that we have no better conjunction than
this abbreviation of the Latin.
‘As’. To write ‘as’ in the sense of ‘since’ is discouraged by some
authorities, unless perhaps the ‘as’-clause comes first as in the following
sentence. As ‘as’ has a sufficiency of other uses—as for instance, as

equivalent to ‘while’ as in ‘as x > 0’—we might well exclude this particular use of ‘as’ in mathematical work. In exceptional cases it could
even be confusing.
‘Only’. For clarity ‘only’ in mathematics ought to be attached closely
to the word or phrase it qualifies even though this would be thought
pedantic in common speech. Thus we should say that (at z = 0)
x” sin(x-1) is continuous only when n > 0 butis only continuous (and not
differentiable, say) when 0 < n < 1. Theprinciple extends, of course,

to such equivalent words as ‘solely’, ‘merely’, ‘simply’, and ‘alone’.
So far we have been concerned with wording that could be ambiguous
or deceptive or might in some way trip up and delay the reader. Certain
subtleties and refinements are now mentioned for such as maybeinterested.
‘I’, ‘we’. It is no longer de rigueur for the single author to disguise
himself as ‘we’ or as ‘the author of the present paper’. ‘I’ is perfectly
correct whereverit is appropriate. The natural distinction between ‘T’
and ‘we’ is that which would be madebya lecturer to his audience who
might say ‘I shall now prove’ and (hopefully) ‘as we have seen’. There
are many intermediate statements in which either pronoun could be used.
More generally it is helpful to retain ‘we’ for accepted practice or
terminology and to distinguish with ‘I’ the author’s departures from
orthodoxy or his contributions to knowledge or notation. Sometimes
‘my’ is better replaced by ‘the’ or ‘this’.t
t G. H. Hardy once rebuked me, when I had written ‘my inequalities’, with

the comment ‘Megalomania! they are God’s inequalities’. [T. W. C.]
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An occasional changeto the passive or the imperative helps to lighten
the monotony of perpetual ‘we’. Thus one could write ‘it can be seen’,
‘differentiate and proceed to the limit’.
‘Can’, ‘may’. Thereis a distinction between ‘can’ and ‘may’ thatis
sometimes worth preserving. Whereas ‘can’ denotes ability, ‘may’
refers either to what is legitimate or to what could possibly happen.
Thus wecan generally differentiate a series term by term. But may we?
We may solve a differential equation, by trial and error perhaps, andit
is certainly permissible. But the hard question is ‘can we?’ It is perhaps
a pity to obliterate this distinction by using ‘may’ as a gentler form
of ‘can’.
_ ‘Will’, ‘shall’. The normal conjugationis ‘I shall, (thou wilt), he will,
weshall, you will, they will’, and any departure from this is purposeful
and carries emphasis.
Evidently ‘will’ suggests free-will, and it is polite to attribute this gift
to second and third persons; for ourselves we retain ‘shall’ which is
unthinking and automatic. Applied to others it implies ‘compulsion’;
it is the verb of commandments and by-laws: “Thou shalt not steal’,
‘Five shall be a quorum’. This use has appeared in mathematics, though
it sounds harsh to older ears.
In thefirst person ‘will’ shows effort and intention: ‘If I shall be in
town, I will gladly dine with you’, and the emphatic ‘I will’ of
marriage.
The use of ‘should’ in the sense of ‘ought’, of course, stands outside

these distinctions.
Mathematicians who are writing in English are asked not to forget
the dignity and traditions of the language. What they write purports
to be English prose, even though symbols have replaced many of its
words; it should be both readable and speakable as well as printable.
Thus symbols suchas‘.’.’, ‘*."’ or end-tags like ‘q.e.d.’, ‘q.e.f.’ are best
left behind in the schoolroom. What they say can be as well said in
plain English.
When‘with respect to’ grows tedious by repetition, it need not be cut
to ‘w.r.t.’, which is not current English. The preposition ‘in’ will
generally serve. Thus ‘continuity in x’ leads on to ‘differentiability in x’
and ‘differentiation in x’; ‘reflection in a line’ gives ‘inversion in a
circle’, ‘conjugate and pole and polar in a conic’, and so on.
A hybrid formation like ‘number-theoretic’ can generally be avoided
by saying ‘of numbertheory’, unless we can boldly use ‘arithmetic’ for
the theory and therefore ‘arithmetical’ for the adjective. Alternatively
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the compound noun,like any other noun, may properly be used as an
adjective: ‘in function-theory language’ or ‘in the language of function
theory’ are equally admissible.
Subjunctives. The subjunctive survives with difficulty in current
English speech, but it has perhaps more virtue in mathematics than
elsewhere. It is appropriate in hypotheses and conditions. Formerly
one wrote ‘if P be a point’, but now it comes naturally enough to put
‘iif P is a point’, retaining the subjunctive for the less likely hypotheses
‘if I were you’, or ‘if x were positive’ leading to a contradiction.
The subjunctive is retained in conditional clauses either as the composite ‘should be’ or the starker ‘be’: ‘the condition that the roots be real
requires that A should be positive’.
Split infinitives are a contentious topic. But any splitting of the verb
reads awkwardly, e.g. the separation of an auxiliary from its participle
orinfinitive, as in ‘we may,if the series is uniformly convergent,integrate
term by term’. Clearly the if-clause is better first or last.
Unattached participles are discouraged by the purist. Thus we ought not
to write ‘eating my supper, a friend called’. By analogy it is an error
_ (though a very convenienterror) to write ‘differentiating in x, the series
can be summed’. This is avoided if we write ‘on differentiation’ or
perhaps ‘by differentiation’, or say ‘differentiating in x we can sum
the series’.
‘Combined operations’ seem to prefer a singular verb. Thus we write
‘Differentiation, cancellation, and summation gives’ not ‘give’.
In changing practice some mathematical terms have shortened. Thus
we say ‘convergence’ rather than ‘convergency’; ‘algebraic’, ‘geometric’
generally replace ‘algebraical’, ‘geometrical’, and even ‘arithmétic’ (so
accented), can be an adjective as in ‘arithmetic mean’. These curtailments ease the rhythm of the sentence.
There are some handy wordsfor picking out pieces of a mathematical
formula. We speak of a term of a summation (finite or infinite) and
a factor of a product. We can refer to the right-hand side of an equation, or (borrowing from the French) speak of the first member, second
member, etc. This is convenient when there is a ‘run’ of equations
A=B=C=.... We call a,, an element of the matrix (a,,) or of the
determinant |a,,|. We can term x the argument of f(x) and it may be
useful to distinguish the parameters a, b, c from the variable x in such a
function as the hypergeometric F(a, b; c; x).
In a product we may wish to distinguish a numerical coefficient or a
numerical multiplier from an algebraic factor.
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14. Preparing Copy
Authors can save time, vexation, and expense both to themselves and
to the printer by careful preparation of copy. The principles and points
of detail that have been set out in these pages represent the Oxford practice in the printing of mathematics. These will be followed in setting an
author’s manuscript unless sound and sufficient reasons have been
established for some particular departure from them. It will accordingly be supposed that an author has already acquainted himself with
them. With these as background some additional points need to be
emphasized.
Confusable characters. Mathematical notation has of necessity called
into service such a wide variety of alphabets and symbols thatit is not
surprising that editors and compositors are often perplexed to interpret
characters written by hands schooled in many different traditions.
In Appendix B is shown a full normalrange of alphabets and mathematical symbols either as contained in the standard keyboard layout or
as available in the matrix case. By its use any desired letter or symbol
can be indicated by its name or its number. This is an extreme precaution
needed only in an occasional emergency, e.g. in proof correction. In
Appendix A roman and greek alphabets and arabic numerals are shown,
written in a hand in which care has been taken to give distinguishable
form to characters often confused. These are recommended for imitation
when an author fears that his normal script may lead to confusion or
ambiguity.
Muchof the ambiguity arises between elements from different ‘alphabets’, and this is at once avoided by use of the conventional modes
of distinguishing these ‘alphabets’. Thus italics, small capitals, and
capitals are indicated by single, double, and triple underlining respectively, and where necessary, by adding‘ital.’, ‘s.c.’, and ‘cap.’ respectively in the margin. Foran italic capital we combine the single and
triple underlining and put ‘ital. cap.’ in the margin. When necessary,
lower-case letters are distinguished from capitals and romanletters from
italic by the respective marginal glosses ‘l.c.’ and ‘rom.’. Bold-face type
is indicated by a wavy line beneath and ‘bold’ in the margin. ‘Bold-face’
is the correct name and not ‘Clarendon’ whichis a different sort of heavy
type now largely discarded for this purpose. Arabic numerals are noted
by ‘fig.’ in the margin. In symbols (ital.), a (sm. cap.), A (cap.),
Ut

A (ital. cap.), a (1.c., rom.), a (bold), 1 (fig.).

These commonly recognized symbols will be extended in the Oxford
B 1597

F
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use by X written under a Greekletter, ‘cap.’ being added in the margin
for a Greek capital. Thus
:

a,

A.

x

x

These conventions avoid the inconvenienceof coloured inksor pencils,
which are better kept for other purposes.
When,as is generally the case, an author’s handwriting is uniform and
distinctive, the indications mentioned above need only be given at the
first few appearances of a doubtful character to establish its meaning in
the compositor’s mind—and, perhaps, as a reminderat a later re-entry
if it has been unused for a numberof pages.
Exceptionally an author who writes two different characters in scarcely
distinguishable form should use the markings throughout.
As has beensaid,it is not necessary to underlineitalic letters appearing
in obvious mathematical formulae. Still less is it right to underline all
formulae,since figures and Greek letters, for example, are not indicated

in this way. But isolated italic letters occurring in the text should always
be underlined.
The following are the more notorious cases of confusion that authors
are asked to guard against.

Greek and italic: «, a, d; y, y, Y; €,e; n, y; x, k, K; pL, U; Vv, UV, 1,73 0, 03
x, X; w, w, W.

These are at once distinguished as
w,

w,

x

W (cap.), etc.

a

=

Within the Greek alphabet itself we distinguish

&(xi),

by their namesas here.

¢ (zeta)

Numeral and italic:
0,

o,

O;

1,

«,

J,

typed 1;

2.

35.

-2.

Wedistinguish as
0 (fig.),

9,

O (cap.), ete.

Capital and lower-case: C,c; O,0; S,8s; U,u; V, v; W, w; X, x; Z, 2;

O, 0; ®, d; ¥, o.

These can be distinguished by exaggerationof size, additionofserifs, or

as U (cap.), u; © (cap.), 8; etc. In some hands thepairs h, n; e, 1; n, x;
il

=>

NK

x

N.7;7,8;M,N may be confused. Only careful penmanship will avoid this..
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Mathematical notation. The ‘upright rule’ | can be distinguished from
the ‘solidus’ / by noting the namein the margin. Superior 1 may be mis-

taken for an accent, inferior , for a comma, as in 21,2’; x,,2,. Distin-

guish as lY (fig.), (/ (accent); 4. (fig.), , (comma). To separate F,
from Fn note “%\, marginally for the former.
Typescript. Reasonably good manuscript is quite acceptable to the
printer as ‘copy’, and has the great advantage of being the work of the
authorat first-hand, thus eliminating the possibility of errors inadvertently introduced in the process of copying. Copy typed by the author
or by a typist with mathematical experience is, of course, less ambiguous
than manuscript. Attention is, however, needed to make certain that
the symbols and formulae left to be inserted with the pen have,in fact,

been inserted. But, whereas the experienced compositor will decipher a
difficult or poorly written manuscript of symbols and technical terms
more successfully than a lay typist, he will almost certainly be misled by
any mistake madein typing, e.g. w for w. The authoris therefore advised
to give the work of such a typist the most careful supervision, with
special attention to formulae and symbols. Typescript should be double
spaced.
Special symbols. The contents of the normal mathematical keyboard
(i) are shown in Plate V, the resources of the matrix-case (ii) on p. 12,
and a list of available letters embellished with diacritics (iii) on
pp. 91-95. It assists editors and printers when an author can indicate
in a preliminary sheet which (if any) of the special characters in (iii) he
has needed in his work and whetheranyof(i) do not occur in his work,
Heshould also call attention to any special notational use of brackets.
New symbols ought not to be introduced lightly and unadvisedly.
The cutting of the necessary matrices is both slow and expensive and
may impose unwanted delays in printing. As an alternative authors
should explore the possibility of combining existing symbols for their
purpose or perhaps exploit the resources of other alphabets such as
Hebrew or Gaelic (even Chinese characters may be permitted where
available).
Where a novel symbol will have only a temporary use, it is best, of
course, to build it up out of existing material or borrow it from some
convenient fount. Where the new symbol promises to become an established element of mathematical notation, then the expense and long
delay of getting the new matrix must be faced. In this case it is of no
advantage that the new symbol could have been composed by hand; thus
+ is no better than 4+. What now mattersis that the new symbol should
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be both ‘see-able’ and ‘say-able’. Here + is quite say-able butthe dotis
not very see-able. On the other hand 7! is a clear symbol and can be
spoken either as ‘factorial n’ or (by others) as ‘n shriek!’.
The inversion of symbols to form new symbols is not recommended
since the inverted symbol does not conform to theline of type. V, which
began as an inverted A, is now a special sort, and so is 3.
Text-figures. Figures in the text are reproduced photographically
from drawings supplied by the author. The linear dimensions are
(approximately) halved in the process, so the drawings should belarge
enough to bear this reduction. This applies also to the thickness of the
individual lines, and great care should be taken to ensure that this
thickness is uniform. For a good result drawings should be in ink and on
good paper. The diagramsare inserted into the text as blocks, which
are expensive to make, and very difficult to correct. Accordingly there
should be economyin their use, and a final careful check should be

made that drawings and text agree before both are submitted to the
printer. They should be as simpleas will serve their purpose, avoiding
excessive detail; in particular they should not carry explanations,
equations to curves, and so on. It shouldbe sufficient to identify curves
or details of the figure by numbers or other simple symbols, these, and
any other necessary lettering being left in pencil, or, even better, placed
on a self-locating transparent overlay. The necessary explanations can
be given as ‘underlines’: that is, written in the copy under the drawing
together with the numberandtitle of the figure. They will then be
set up in type together with the title in the ordinary way. Since captions for figures are set in small type, and therefore on a different
machine from the main text, it is an advantage if the author supplies a
separate list of underlines which will then be set up as a whole, the
distribution to the appropriate figures being the task of the ‘maker-up’.
It is important to indicate in the manuscript the position at which the

figure should appear. The printer will then insert it at the nearest
convenient place.

Figures are, of course, numbered consecutively in an article. In a book

they can be numberedin oneseries throughout the book,or by chapters.
The former is preferred for the convenience of all except the author.
Line blocks should be in a separate series from half-tones. The latter
are then printed as separate plates. No figure, howeverinsignificant,
should be left unnumbered.
Tables. Most authors who prepare tables of functions have determined
ideas about their layout. In tables giving numerical values of a mathe-
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matical function, usually to a certain numberofsignificant figures at
regular intervals of values of the argument, modern practice is to omit’
vertical rules. The horizontal lines are usually printed in groupsoffive
separated by a line of white. The argument maybein bold face as may
the headings for the dependent variable. Numbers preceding the decimal
point are printed only for thefirst of each groupoffive lines unless their
value changesin this range. If a change takes place, the last unchanged
numberis repeated; the new number appears on the next line and is
repeated at the beginning of the next group offive: change of sign is
dealt with in a similar way. When ‘differences’ have to be printed,first
differences are placed on a line half-way between thelines of entry of the
table, second differences are placed on the sameline as the middle one
of the three entries concerned.
Descriptive tables which set out the results of experiments are printed
quite differently. Here there is no functional relationship between the
values of successive entries. All entries have therefore to be givenin full
and both horizontal and vertical rules have frequently to be calledinto
play to demonstrate clearly the relationships of the various quantities
involved. Even here it is well to keep the number of rules to the
minimum,since each rule whether horizontal or vertical has to be cut to
its exact length andfitted in by hand.
Numerical results in tabular form present little difficulty so long as
they can be got into the page either upright or sideways. Column
headings should be concise enoughtofit easily into the column; if not,
the columns should belettered, numbered, or otherwise indicated, and
the information given below the table against the appropriate letter or
number.
Certain corrections are expensive to make. If a correction widens a

column, the space has to be taken from other columns, and this means

recutting every horizontal rule and much more. Similarly, insertion of
a new line necessitates recutting all the vertical rules. Care should
therefore be taken with the copy to make such corrections unlikely.
In particular, where a line of space is to be used to break up the column
of figures, as in tables of logarithms, this should be made quite clear in
the copy.
Finalprecautions. The author should check his numberingsof sections,
references, and particularly of formulae and equations to be certain that
they run consecutively with neither gaps nor repetitions. He should also
see that such numbers when quoted in the text are quoted correctly.
It is advisable to do this as late as possible since numbering may go
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astray at last-minute revisions of the text. To avoid much renumbering
of formulae a gap can befilled by assigning a number to an unimportant
form and repetition corrected by ‘twinning’ a numberwith (a), (b), etc.
Whenthe copyis not in typescript, it is helpful to repeat unusual names
and words thought doubtful in block capitals either directly underneath
or in the margin. We are most of us conscious of someof the deficiencies
of our own handwriting.
15. Correction of Proofs

Proofs are sent out to authors as the work proceeds. Normally oneis
marked for return, one is included for the author to keep (or for each
author if more than one), and one ‘shuttle’ (for use between authors).
If more than this numberare needed,e.g. if Dr. X who is helping with
the correction needs a set, they should be asked for early enough to be
pulled with the others. It will involve delay and additional expense if
extra proofs have to be pulled separately. It should be noted that such
a request is taken to mean that only first proofs are to be seen by Dr. X:
revises will not generally be sent.
It is good practice to makeall corrections on the kept proof in the
first place and then, when the authoris finally satisfied that the corrections are to his liking, to transfer them to the clean ‘return’ proof.
The signs used and the general mannerof correcting mathematical
proofs are indicated on pp. 88-89. Here are shown a supposed mathematical proof with corrections marked and the same passage printed
after correction.
The English practicet as shown here is to mark the error in the text
and write the correct form in whichever margin is more convenient.
Corrections, separated by upright strokes, are written in the order in
which the errors occur in the line of type. It is unnecessary to invent
pairs of quaint signs to link error and correction. This puzzles rather
than helps the compositor who is used to the English method. Exceptionally, an error maybe joined to its correction by a continuousline.
Many of the conventionsused in correcting will have been mentioned
in the relevant sections above. It should be noted here that full points and
colons are ringed for clarity; that superiors are ‘raised’ by a \_/-shaped
mark andinferiors ‘depressed’ by a”\, markorits reflection. For double
+ In case the authorship of the extract may be recognizable, it should be
explained that the ‘proof’ was created by inserting the greatest variety of possible
errors into a correctly printed passage.

t A British Standards publication (B.S. 1219: 1945, Printers’ and Authors’
Proof Corrections) contains a table of standard marks used in the correction of
proofs. This table may also be obtained separately on a card.
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superiors and double inferiors these marks are doubled; they are suitably
combinedforinferior in superior or superior in inferior. When a character
has been wrongly printed as a superior or inferior and it is desired to
restore it to its normal position, this is done by writing the character in
the margin without added marks. Theeffect of the several spacing signs
and their normal use are explained in Chapter ITI.
Only the actual letters or symbols that need to be changed should be
marked andtheir corrections written in the margin (not, of course, in the
text itself); exceptionally, in a difficult or involved correction, the complete form desired may be addedfor safety. Corrections, of course, must
themselves be legible. They should be large enough,and, for sharpness
of definition, pen-and-ink is preferred to pencil or ball-pointed pen.
Whenit is evidently sometrick of the author’s hand that has baffled the
compositor, the correction needs to be ‘bigger and better’; or reference
may be madeto the form correctly printed elsewhere in the proof, or an
erratic character may be indicated by reference to Appendix B as explained in § 14.
A proof may have queries inserted by an editor or a press readercalling
attention to some doubtful point in a mathematical argument or apparent discrepancy of notation or numbering. These, of course, the author
will deal with as well as correcting misprints or errors that he has overlooked in his copy. ‘Second thoughts’ by the authorare not excluded,
but, if they become expensive, they may be charged to him.
Authors should remember too that to destroy an elaborate formula
that has cost the compositor time and effort to construct can be very
discouraging to him.
Naturally corrections are preferred that make the least disturbance
of the printed page; sometimes this can be conveniently doneby a slight
change in wording or in symbolism. A faulty sequence in numbering of
equations or formulae can be mosteasily righted by numbering a formula
needlessly if there has been an omission, or by suppressing an unquoted
reference-numberif there has been duplication.
Whenreference-numbers have to be changed, care must always be
taken to correct these numbers wherever they are quoted in the text.
Some minor imperfections will appear only in proof. A displayed
formula may print awkwardly in a way that could noteasily be foreseen.
Notation in the text may be broken across twolines: this can sometimes
be corrected by a minor change of wording,or it can be displayedif it is
long enough. A reference-numberin the text falling at the end of a line
may confuse the eye with the ordinary reference-numbers. This can
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generally be moved inwards orinto the line below by change of phrase
or of spacing.
In every case the constant aim of the printers, with the author’s
connivance, is impeccable printing.
Authors should be remindedthat proofs are only rough indications of
the final result, showing whatwill appear rather than howit will appear.
They are pulled without elaborate preparation, not on the best paper;
the inking may be uneven andthere will be many points about them not
to be tolerated in the printed copy.
Thetinier pieces of notation such as fractional indices or double subscripts often suffer from this imperfection of the proof, but this need not
mean that they will not be perfectly printed in the outcome. Where
they are actually invisible or quite illegible, the correct form should be
repeated for safety. This apart, the finer points of typography can well
be left to a Press jealous of its reputation. Thefinal printing,it should be
remembered, will be on good paper, with the type carefully locked into
the forme, the machines accurately adjusted, and the inking carefully
watched. It may be encouraging, when faced with rough proofs, to
recall the appearance of the finished mathematical work of the Press.
Proofs should, of course, always be returned as quickly as possible.
The Press is as anxious as the author to proceed to publication. There
is no need to return the copy with the proofs. This may be a consideration when,as often, proofs travel by air-mail. In the case of a book the
author should return the proofs piecemeal as he finishes with them. The
printers will then proceed with the work of revising and imposition, so
that an author maybereceiving revises of the first sheets before he has
received the whole of the first proof. There are, however, considerations

whichjustify delay in returning the early proofs of a book: if, for instance,
there are many forward pagereferences, it may be well to wait for further
proofs so that page numbers maybe inserted, and the proof as returned
for revise reasonably complete.
Errata and corrigenda
Tf, in spite of the care of the author and the Press, errors are discovered
in a finally printed article, subsequent ‘Errata’ or ‘Corrigenda’ are not,
as a rule, published separately, on the ground that they are seldom likely
to catch the attention of those reading the faulty original passages. When,
however, an article is followed by a sequel on the sametopic, this may
well notice outstanding errors in the earlier article, whether of detail or
substance. In the case of a book, errors discovered at a very late stage
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may be noted on an ‘errata’ slip inserted in the book between ‘advance
copy’ stage and publication. This will, of course, delay publication
slightly. Every effort should be made to render an ‘errata’ slip unnecessary.
16. Final queries and offprints
The last piecemeal bits of printing an authoris likely to receive from .
the Press will be ‘final queries’ if he is writing a book oroffprintsif he
is contributing to a periodical ; andit is fitting to end with them.
‘Final queries’, as has been said in Chapter I, are the last proofs,
pulled when the completed type has been locked into the chase. These
are read by the mathematical reader himself, and this is normally his
first acquaintance with the work whether in copy orin proof; earlier
‘house’ corrections on proofs sent to the author will have been made at
lower levels. The mathematical reader is concerned in removing typographical blemishes, inconsistencies of notation, numberings that have
gone astray, and technical faults generally that have escaped previous
readings. But his scrutiny may also discover real (or apparent) mathematical inconsistencies of argument or calculation. These and such

other presumederrors that require the author’s attention are addressed
to him for his immediate andfinal decision as ‘final queries’. These are
not to be regarded as author’s ‘proofs’ and they are certainly not to be
understood as an invitation to the author to begin thinking again. The
opportunity for that passed with his last proofs. The delicacy and
dangerof correction when the type isin chase cannot be overemphasized;
putting one thing right may inadvertently put several other things
wrong. Howevera misprint(or a ‘miswrite’) that happens to be noticed
in the ‘final queries’ should be marked.
In a periodical final queries are sent to an editor and are not seen by
an author unless, desperately, he has to be consulted on some obscure

point of his notation or terminology that cannot be resolved by the
combined wisdom of available experts. Otherwise his last contact with
the press is the receipt of offprints. The printer has explained why this
must usually occur after what strikes the author as a terrible delay: to
set up any more rapid system would entail very considerable expense.
In one writer’s experience offprints seem seldom to arrive until the
author has begun to blame himself for some blunderin filling up the
necessary form. Perhaps this admission may comfort others.

T. W.C.
P.R.B.

Ill.

RULES FOR THE

COMPOSITION OF MATHEMATICS
AT THE UNIVERSITY PRESS, OXFORD
I. GENERAL
1. General directions for composition are laid down in Rules for
Compositors and Readers (36th ed., Oxford, 1952).
2. Indention is to follow House style.

3. Make-up. In making up into pages avoid where possible breaking
italic enunciations, etc., at the end of a page: but correct page-length
must be maintained.
4. Connect main paragraphandfollowing dependent sub-paragraphs,
where necessary, by colon withoutrule.
5. Numbering paragraphs. It is impracticable to lay down definite
rules for numbering paragraphs and subdivisions of paragraphs. Copy
must be followed in this respect.
Wheretheletters (a), (6), (c), etc., are required for sub-paragraphs
they are to be printedin italic ; lower-case numerals (which are to be
preferred) always in roman.

6. Section sign (§) is to be used whena section is referred to in the text,
but is to be omitted before section numbers at the head of a section.

7. Numbered theorems, formulae, and equations. Print theorem

numbers at beginning of paragraphs to left; formula or equation
numbers in romanin parentheses full out to right.

8. References to formula and equation numbersin the text are to
be in roman andenclosed in parentheses,e.g. (1.42). Avoid, wherever
possible, putting these at the end ofa line in the text.

9. References to books and articles should be printed thus:
J. C. Burkill, ‘On Mellin’s inversion formula’, Proc. Cambridge Phil.

Soc. 23 (1927) 356-60.
Proc. London Math. Soc. (2) 33 (1931) 22-31.

E. W. Hobson, Theory of Functions of a Real Variable, 2 (Cambridge,

1927) 57.
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In certain journals and certain series of monographs the volume
numberis printed in bold-face type, all other details of style being as
given here. The Royal Society and the Royal Astronomical Society
have their own styles, and some authors prefer to adopt these. Where
this is consistently done, copy is to be followed.
10. Reference marks. Printf, f, §,||, then, if necessary, tf, tt, etc.
The symbols f, {, etc., should be attached to words rather than to

mathematical symbols. Where attached to the latter in copy the
reader should query.

11. Letters used as symbols, unless otherwise marked in copy, are
to be alwaysin italic, whether occurring in romanoritalic matter, or

in bold-face cross-lines.

Example: TororEM III. If a(z) = }a,2" and b(z) = > 6,2" are
uniform in the, etc.
‘Whereletters used as symbols are specially marked to be bold face,
roman,script, etc., the markings should be followed and theseletters,

too, should be always printed in the same fount, whether occurring in

romanor italic matter, or in bold-face cross-lines.

12. Kerned letters. Use kerned sortsofC DEFHIJKMNPS
TU VWYTI¥ P when followed by inferior suffixes only:
Examples:

P;

Pei

but use the ordinary fount capital when followed by a superior over an
inferior:
Examples:

Pi

Pitt

13. Solidus. In order to avoid uneven spacing between lines and to
facilitate setting by machine, simple fractions occurring in current text
may be replaced by formsusing thesolidus, e.g. print

dy
dy/dx not ey

a/b not :7

dx"

2

This applies also to forms such as =? a which may be printed

x/3, y?/4; but in these cases it is neater to print 42, fy?. Always print
$7, 47,etc., for 3° a/2, - 7/4, ete.
°

.

a
bad

a,b
—+—

Thesolidus may also be used in cases such as e°, e? 3; these are best

printed e%, eta+id,
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14. Brackets. An author’s sequence of brackets must be followed
by the compositor, even if against that usually adopted, which is

[+--+

15. Abbreviationssinh (not sin /), cosh (not cos h), sin, cos, re, im, exp,
max, min, lim, sgn, mod,log, In, sn, dn, cn, are to be printed in roman

and without a full point. This rule applies generally to any functional
symbol which consists of more than oneletter (usually the abbreviation
of a wordortheinitials of two or more words). (For the spacing of a
‘mod-formula’ see Rule 35.)

Examples:
sinh ¢

cosh t

sin x

reettty

max(u, v)

sn u

Use roman in the same way forinferiors:
Examples :

imax

Ymnin

Pay

Vorit

16. Superior with inferior. Where both superior andinferior follow
a letter, the inferior is to be printed immediately under the superior.

Examples:

PL

mt

yt,

17. The accent (or prime). The superior in 2’, y’ is almost always an
accent. It is rarely a figure 1, except in special studies (e.g. Differential
Geometry), when it should be so marked on copy.
18. Root sign. Where ,/ is followed by a single symbol or number the
rule should not be printed. (For size to be used see Rule 21.)
Examples:
vane fF

V135 not ./135

oe
LE
——

not

Jn /2

ene
;

F)

ae not J—135 or V—135

viz—y| not J/jz—y|

If the omission of the rule may introduce ambiguity it must be
replaced by brackets (parentheses, braces) to show where the root
begins and ends.
Examples:
J(a+6) not va+6 for Va+b

J{at+(y+z)/w} not Vvx-+(y+2)/w for vz+(y+z)/w
Sometimes brackets are printed in two-line workings when they are

not strictly necessary,e.g. Fi(F) J2) (cf. above), but never print

a(n), (2).
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19. Fractions. The size of a numerical fraction is to be governed
usually by that of the symbol immediately following. When fractions
are formed with italic or Greek letters, always use the large fractions.
Examples:

a lt Co
J)

¢(—1)

2

1

1

fag)

2 faa
0

ai

[Eratineoscas+ain

Col

Sequences of fractions occurring in the sameline should be of the
samesize.
Example:

goers

1
—
n

not

1
4, 4,...,—44
n

20. Compoundfractions. The rule dividing the main fraction is to
be thicker than those separating thelesser.
Example:
a+b
ees + x

Ppa

b+y

bub better'ag TORT?
b+y

21. Symbols f > [] ,/ and brackets() {}[]. The size of the symbols
is to be varied according to the depth of the formula to which they
apply.
Use full face ./ before full face letters, brackets, parentheses,

symbols,etc.

Use full face () when they are used outside a modulussign: e.g.
f(sin|z)).

In single-line undisplayed workings in the text use 1l-pt. f > T] J
and brackets.

In displayed formulae

(a) use 11-pt. > and 18-pt J with single-line workings, and generally
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18-pt.

fractions.

and 24-pt. { will be used if preceded or followed by two-line

Examples:

.
> s—2Q,

i y-ttit

a

{ L(a)|
0

aay

x

23
—4a?)n

JE) feonm a

B= mepot rs

(6) the largest symbol f used in anyline is to be used throughout that
line. For this purpose a working broken by the compositor for lack of
space is to be treated as a single line.

Example:

| u(x) dx+2 [ aa ae | R(z) dx

(c) where > is followed by other >’s without intervening +, —, etc.,

these >’s must be all of the samesize, viz. that of the largest needed.
;

Example:

1-+m
]

2 mPa => Qn

aa

(d) Subject to Rule (6) the two sides of an equation (or inequality) are
regarded as being independent, so that in a case such as the following

18-pt. i} would be used in spite of the 24-point working on the righthandside.

ay
j u—se2zivu du =
aes O (5
"|

x

Thesize of [J used in any working follows the samerule as for >.
[These examples are in 11-pt. Where the matter is in larger or smaller
type symbols of appropriate size will be used.|
22. Limits. Print limits of integration, summation, and product above

and below the symbols { > [[ and notat theside.
With integrals the limits above the f are to be centred above the top
‘hook’, and those below under the bottom ‘hook’, and not on the centre

of the body.

.

Examples:

3
J

p
|—
n(u)

n

2.

m

II
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Whenlimits occur above and below J > [J the symbols preceding and
following are to standclear of these limits.
Examples:

2R-t
ane
= | e -iz

a ma
:
P(x) (x) = wen

In ‘terms at the limits’ represented by []? the limits 6, a should be
separated vertically by a wider space than in (say) P23; they should
extend above and below the brackets.
23. Miscellaneous.
‘Print

...as in Lemma3.

etc. (not &c.)

x-axis

z-plane

mil

...to Theorem 1.

nth (but n-th whenin italic line)

mol

Zeros

(both without full point).

Omit commasin the phrase ‘if and only if’.
Example:

..is true, if and only if z is...

Use > <, not > < or > <; 2 not 2 or 2.

II. FORMULAE
24. Undisplayed formulae (that is, formulae run in as part of the
text) must never be broken at the end of a line. Where a break is
unavoidable, the formula should be displayed and the text continued
full out on the following line. If the formula is short it should be got
in or turned over(i.e. not displayed). In case of difficulty consult the
Mathematical Reader. The word ‘formulae’ here includes forms like
Ly (nm = 0,1, 2,...)

OF

yy Vg, Lgye0-y Vy

which should be got into oneline or displayed.
25. Displayed formulae or equations are those which are placed in
a separate line from the text

either, (a) by the author,in order to stress their importance or because
of their complexity,

or, (b) by the compositor, in accordance with Rule 24 above.
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A single displayed formula should always be centred on the page.
Successive lines of displayed matter should as a rule be centred
independently of each other.
Example:
Y¥,+1 > 0,

ees

Ynt+1 > 0,

(Ye+1)..-(Y,+1) > 2”.
As a general rule groups of EQUATIONSshould be ranged on the equals
signs, the type being set to give a generally central effect. This can
frequently be done by centring the longest line on the page.
Example:

Y+iX = 2mp{cAy+Ay By +i ¥ n(n+1)Aq Buss};
n=1

M = 2mpRi{cA,+ > n*A, B,).
n=1

In other cases the block of formulae must be centred as a whole as in
(1) on p. 82.
In a succession of equations or inequalities with more than one equals
or inequality sign in one line the ranging should be broken, otherwise
the presence of the second sign is masked.
Example:
lz? > |z|2+4+2—2|z|t cos $5 = (|z|-+-¢)?—2|z|t(1-+-cos 48)

= (|z|+t)?—4|z|t cos? 48 > (|z|+-¢)? sin? $5

Breaking of formulae. Where a displayed formula or equation is too
long to come into the measure, it must be broken and continued on the

next line.
As a generalruleit is better to break at any of the signs = > < > <.
Avoid where possible breaking bracketed formulae. In cases where
such a break cannotbe avoided, the formula must be broken at the end

of a mathematical ‘phrase’, i.e. generally at a major bracket if possible.
Example:

J = 4P cosechya[y(y?+ 1){(a?+B?)?—2(a? —B?) + 1}] x

3 ((a-+b){(08-+8+ 2y/2(o2—2)+y8}-4
val
+4[(2-4pr2106)+4}+

a+ B?

(aat—pr—1)]}
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In a displayed formula which is broken it is necessary to give a
warning if the formula is not complete where broken.
For instance, suppose z+-y+-z is to be broken after y. Since x+y

might be complete in itself the + must be added at the break on the first
line to warn the eye that there is more to follow. The symbol should
then be repeated before the continuation in the next line. Suppose, however, the formula to be divided is x+y = z, again to be brokenat y.
Since x+y is now complete there is no need for warning and the = is
therefore put only at the beginning of the secondline.
For this reason + — x ~ are to be repeated, while = > < ><
are to be printed only at the beginning of the second portion of the
broken formula. A few examplesare given: °
amp-8 —8+nlA

.

I(l,m, 8,4) = TeaE | exp[—zqt®(I,...1,)—
0

—o(my...m,,)/tp]t-#1-Adt.

1

—= 008 #(u—v)nK,,(#)K,(2)

= sin}(u+v)r fau+y(20 sinh t)cosh(u—v)t dt+-

+cos }(u-++v)m J Y,,4,(2¢sinh t)cosh(y—v)¢ dt.

EFS mbH8
ef

p

d—1

ef 5)

Xf(X)—(s—1) X*-*f,(X)—

1\e-¢

tale

—8*-1f,(8)+ (s—1)8°-*f,(8) +

+(8—1)(e—2).

A formula broken between two bracketed expressions such as

(a+b+c)(a-+y+2)
must be printed with the multiplication sign x at the end of thefirst
and the beginning of the secondlines.
Example:
B 1597

(a+b+c)x

xX (w7+y+2)
GQ
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Indention of broken formulae should be such as to give where possible
a central effect (i.e. a fair overlap in the centre of the page).

Example:

f(cep (0x) + J lacy(bx)} de

0

= f{m,(ax)J,(b)-+J,(ax)m,(ba)} da = 0
is preferred to

0

f {l.(ax)J,(bx)-+J,(ax)l,(bx)} dar

0

= [ {m,(ax)J,(bx)+J,(ax)m,(bx)} dx = 0
0

A broken FoRMULA at the end of a page must be got in or turned
over(i.e. it must never be split across the two pages).
A broken EQUATION or inequality (= > < > <) should not asa
. Tule be split across two pages.
It is less objectionable (and especially if the two pages face) ina
series of equalities such as
11% COS O = 2%XotYy Yot2 2
= 111, tla 1My 1 M2+h NM Ne

(1)

= MP1, 12+, M2+Nj Ng).

Wherethe text finishes as a short turn-overline followed by a short
displayed formula, the latter is not to be printed as a separate line but
centred andlet up into the previoushalf-line.
Example:
If we consider the samedirection as positive throughout, it is clear

“

pq+gqr-+rs = ps.

In cases such as the following, where sufficient space intervenes
between the letterpress and the displayed working, centre the latter in
the sameline as the letterpress introducingit.

Hence
and

- We have

f(x+h) = 0,
f(a+h) = f(x) +hf' (x).

ao22nb = f(z).
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III. SPACING
26. The spaces in use are:

Thin space = 3units |
Thick space= 5 ,,
Enquad
= 9,

Emquad

=18

indicated thus ,

4
G

i
.

a
A

Sok
*

,

-

»

AR

Where no guidance as to spacing is offered in the manuscript the
following rules are to be observed:
27. No space should be used

(a) between a number and the symbol it multiplies.
40

2a

Examples:

(6) between two symbols which together represent a product of the
individual symbols.

Examples:

by

ab

2x2

Exception: See Rule 29 (5).
(c) before or after the symbols + — + F x +.
Examples:

©

a+b

x—2y

ab x xy

Exceptions:
(i) In such instances as cosz-++cosy where the addition is
AM

&

a

‘cos’ + ‘cosy’ (and not x+ cos).

(ii) Where this rule becomes subject to a more important spacing
rule, such as 30(c).
_ Examples:

i410),a9+C

J#2)|i) dy

(d) in the grouped abbreviations logloglog, logcos, etc.
Examples:

logloglog x

logcos

(e) before and after superiors, parentheses (except as 29(d) below),
braces, brackets, and vertical rules. (See Rule 29 (6)for inferiors.)
Examples:
sin?A

sin(A-+ B)

y{M,(bx)cos a—J,(bx)sin a}

2llog R(z)|+ |O(z)|
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(f) after , in inferiors and superiors.

Examples:

Ass

dis

(g) in limits above and below the symbols f > [].

Examples:

s

II

m=0

(h) between multiple integrals.

Beampe

r21

iS

28. Thin space should be used between figure and letter where a, b,

etc., are added to formula numbers. Also in the numberingoffigures,

tables, etc., where a letter is used with a number, whetheror not the

letter is in parentheses.
Examples:

Equations (7a), (7b)

Fig. 3 (a)

Table IT (6)

29. Thin space should also be used

(a) before and after abbreviations used (i) singly as sin, cos, log, exp,
max,etc., (ii) in groups as logloglog, logcos,etc.
Examples:

2sin 6
a

a

2 sin?6
a

Exception: If preceded or followed by brackets (of any shape) or
vertical rules follow Rule 27 (e) above, as sin(a+5).

(6) after inferiors, unless followed by brackets (of any shape) or vertical
rules, to set off the apparent space preceding the inferiors. (See
Rule 27 (e) for superiors.)
Examples:
Pe’f,
Psa,
f-(2, Y, 2)
(c) before f, F, ¢, %, etc., when employed as functional symbols, e.g.
f(x), $(x, y), (x1, Xq,...) except when figures, parentheses, or indices
precede them.
Examples:

sinfenf(c)

—sin(fen)f(x)

4f(mn)

(d) after o when the symbol ot(x), o(N), or such combination of lower-

case o and another symbolstands alone. This applies to lower-case 0
(and not cap. O).
Examples:

o(2)

O(1/zx)
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(e) after the , in coordinates of points, etc.
(a, b,c)
(1, 1)
(x, y)
Examples:
a»

mw»

aM

(f) before and after dz, dp, ds, or similar combinations of d with another
symbol when used withoutthe sign f.
Example:
y dx —xdy = 248
RR

RA

(g) in such cases as
x* sin x
x™ log x
a

a»

a

WA

sin-} «

a

sin-1 2

ma»

(h) after ! in such expressions as
n!

a

cos? 42
a

1

r!(n—r)!’

3!6!8!19!

nm»

mR

AA

(t) before ‘back’ inferiors.

Example:

19(4; 17H)8 = G(pax; px)1¥,(a; pax; xQ)O,

30. Thick space must always be used
(a) before and after = A= 4#=2~R 272->°><><2

<>tt<>aencreé~e Dd.
Examples:
x=0
a>l
aty = -2z
an”

nan A

an”

(6) before and after the symbols of integration, summation, and

product f > JJ.
Examples:

i- die
2

tji ‘dz

Jaqnb,

a d:

aT](8+5,)2
m

(c) before and after ds dp dx, and similar combinations of d with
another symbol, in integrals (i.e. following f).
Example:

J;f(x)dee

but print i} hasdédr

(d) after comma in sequencesof fractions such as

Ly 2

a’ bc”
a ws

which would take a thin space if height were 11 point instead of
24 point.
(e) also in sets of symbols if displayed:
Bip Peony Ve
Example:
an

an
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31. Em space must be used where possible (and in any case not less
than a thick) before a parenthetic definition.
Examples:

Fw)= O(wr) (w > 00)

Ly (i<p<2)

Parentheses should not as a rule be omitted. Query on proofif so
omitted.
No commais needed with parentheses, i.e. not D,, (1 <p <2). |
Use em space between a formula and a verbal explanation.” a
aca fas
bn Tae ae ack
b=0(modq) for some g..
Examples:
x

E,(t)~ e/t

R

as t oo.

32. Two-em space or more is to be placed between two separate
equations or inequalities in the sameline.
Example:

m— 2]? = M,

RR

—3? > N

33. Grouping symbol. Use full point on nut body (with no extra
space each side) as a grouping symbol.

aT
Tp om MaPe- 4rr*n?r?

Example:

34. Enumerations are to be set up in the following manner when
displayed:

r= 1, 2,...,”

(r = 0, 1,...,m—1)

Use ordinary full points with no space before or between.
In current text ordinary line space should be used instead of thin
space: compare the last example of Rule 36.

35. Congruences are to be printed with thick space before the
parenthesis and thin space after mod.
Example:

x = a(modn)
ys

A

36. Functions of many arguments should be printed thus:

Examples:
F (Ei,E2505En)

f(a, 5,¢,..., 2)

F(a, b;c; 2)
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If commas are systematically omitted in copy (e.g. in Differential
Geometry) they are not to be inserted, but use a thick space instead
of a thin.
Example:

f(a} x? ... x”)
nn”A

Where the symbols occuras separate variables in the text use commas
and the ordinary line space:
Example: Let f,, fo,..-, fy be the most general polynomials of degrees
Ny, Ng,..., Ny respectively.
In all cases use ordinary full points with no space before or between.

MARKS USED IN CORRECTION OF PROOFS
On the following two pages are shown a supposed mathematical
proof with marksof correction, faced by the page as it would appear
after the corrections have been made.

[THE CORRECTED PROOF]

5. Exceptions to the rule
bold. face
The analogy between the error term for n(}) and the order of p/ _
cap./
the fourier coefficients does not by any meangy always hold.) rom./4
sun en CThis is because the behaviour of Et) in the middle of the |
4b c| interval (—1, 1) hag]ittle effect on |f(z)| when|z| is large. In stet[
lc. Fact we have
4*—Zeaps.Theorem XIII. If d(t) ts continuous in (—1,—1+ 7) and

(1—n, 1), then the results of Theorems X, XI, and XII hold, itok.|
proided that we replace f(1/p) in each result by
9)

re
v

|

R

oem,

For > we wri Z

AG

Manefo(!), 282

;

f(z) =(e*od)
att
es = 1 +h,
K t e*p(t)dt
je

Longew
ars

1) —

(As in ‘

“aly

ie

(5.1) AA

;

“ LF G+0 ro.

|

(5.4) Cente |
hom.

-It follows from Lemma A that
zr

~

A bc.

i= fer= 7 rem] =0 (=,
A nol
forz= (logy)/n, and a fortiorig
A

—

8

solidus } for x > (logr)fn. Combining6.2,and (5.3) with (5.1), we have

/
=

1| -

c| >|

f=
ap
ts
9
J
“Theresult ollows as before with w, instead of w.|In ordex to naw par.| ¢
obtain the repults of theorems XI and XII we havein addition cap./ w.4.

touse (4.32) t.e. we have to show.that

=|

.

9logr

Aom..

R(z) < eHisranttie)

(5.4)

| for |x| < 10Krw,(1/r). We only/need consider the integral from

<}

1+ tol}. For the usual arguments show that

ehct etrolan,
©

;

eet

\WorIg, ™

:

tL

bs]

68) WV

and asimils inequality holdsfor the integral from —1 to —1+-79
to give an example of a function for which the

analogy fajls. Consider

|

o/

ec
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[THE OPPOSITE PAGE CORRECTED]

5. Exceptions to the rule

The analogy between the error term for n(p) and the order of
the Fourier coefficients does not by any means always hold. This
is because the behaviour of ¢(¢) in the middle of the interval
(—1, 1) has little effect on |f(z)| when |x| is large. In fact we have
THEOREM XIII.- If ¢(t) is continuous in (—1,—1+ 7) and

(l1—n,1), then the results of Theorems X, XI, and XII hold,

n(Q)=me8)

provided that we replace w(1/p) in each result by

For z > 0 we write

1

-1

fe) = { epodet+ f esd=ht+h.

(6.1)

i =1+0(0
x

(5.2)

1-9

As in 4.2

1-7

It follows from Lemma A that

Z,

= 0 {eofett22}
-n2} = 0fof”E. re re-ne| = of(@FI,

for x = (logr)/y, and a fortior:

L= of= ee",

(5.3)

for x > (logr)/y. Combining (5.2) and (5.3) with (5.1), we have

fiz) = el +o(hh)
x
The result of Theorem X follows as before with w, instead of w.

In order to obtain the results of Theorems XI and XII we
have in addition to use (4.32), i.e. we have to show that

R(z) < eHrerenttir)
(5.4)
for |x| < 10Krw,(1/r). We need only consider the integral from
—1+y to 1—7. For the usual arguments show that

\zIg] < eHarranttir,

(5.5)

and a similar inequality holds for the integral from —1 to —1+-7.
It remains to give an example of a function for which the
analogy fails. Consider
ss

Ww) =

><.

m=1 mé*
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APPENDIX A

LEGIBLE HANDWRITING
BELOW are given the complete Latin and Greek alphabets, capital and
- lower-case, and also the arabic numerals, written in a hand which,it is
suggested, will minimize the danger of confusion discussed on pp. 65-66.
Here differences between ‘confusable’ characters have been emphasized,
and the form given is recommended for imitation by authors, especially
when using single letters as symbols or when attempting in marginal
correction of proofs to make clear a symbol which has already puzzled
the compositor.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghiktmnopqrsturwacyz

ABI'AEZHOIKAMNEOIIPI TY $X VSL
apySelnOuxAuvgompostogyyrw ay
1234567890

APPENDIX B

TYPE SPECIMENS AND LIST OF
SPECIAL SORTS
1.

FOUNTS AND ACCENTS USED IN
MATHEMATICAL COMPOSITION

ModernSeries 7: 11 pt.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz fiflfffifl &
1234567890
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX YZ
abcdefghijklmnopgrsturwxyz fififffifi ¢&
1234567890

tS O(M DMA. we Yue FTESG OTS TEEREERE RE
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ABEPGIPRSTOU
AEFGHIQSVWXY
ABCDEFGIJKLUNPQSUVWXYZ

ALUVXY
ABODEATRMOQSTOVWAY
a
abedefghijklnnopgrataomayz
abedéfghklanpgrsivwaye

cdhijkltx

adefnagiavnzg défilmnststantg aegikogrsniyz hk Gtnp py prs

ModernSeries 7: 11 pt. Italic Kerned Caps

CDEFGHIJKMNPSTUVWY
ModernSeries 7: 9 pt.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz fififffifl &
1234567890
ABCDEFGHIJKIMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnoparstuvwayz fififffifl & .-,:;?!
1234567890

verte ()(] P1-—..£$% *TT$il °° AbREaEEE
iP
6
GP
ABOGIKPVXYZ
H
Gdioieyz Abid abéefiopqrauonzyz Kh amnovd mngsidyz

ModernSeries 7: 9 pt. Italic Kerned Caps
CDEFGHIJKMNPSTUVWY
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Modern Series 7: 8 pt.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ABCDEFGHIJELMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz fififffifi &
1234567890
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijkimnopgrstuvwazyz fififffifl & .,-;:7?/
1234567 890

ots ()(]t-—...£8% *Ftt$ll °° WHEE

ABCFS
AO
U
abékiosatgz déiéddy

te
FB
déioi nt

mai

fh

Modern Series 7: 8 pt. Italic Kerned Caps
CDEFGHIJKMNPSTUVWY

Modern Series 18: 6 pt.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKELMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnoperstuvwryz

IO Gét6n détou aéidleazp em

Modern Series 16: 5} pt.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijkimnoparstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJELMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijkimnopersturwayz

ModernSeries 26: 5 pt.
ABCDEFGHIJELMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvwxys
ABODEFGHIJKELMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abodefghijkimnopgrstuvwrys

Bold Face Series 53: 11 pt.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijkImnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABDEH
AEIFH
ABCEFHJPZ
H8ikdrivWwK ACIOPTOX AiMAGH Acdghkqruvkz 90 °
Bold Script 11 pt.
é XP

FOUNTS AND ACCENTS
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Bold Face Series 53: 9 pt.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

AEOW AEIOUY AEIOO 2
A&OOWY ALISUWY ACIDS AMA 2
Bold Face Series 53: 6 pt.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijkimnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijkimnoparstuvways

1234567890

48160

Gill Sans Series 262: 10 pt. Caps
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Gill Sans Bold Series 275: 10 pt. Caps
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Greek Series 106
11 pt.

oPySelnOucdruvtompostudypn
apyselnikApveonparodpya

abakindybes

Aprpdyld

10 pt.
aP\BeLnOuchuvkompasrudydie

Bode

aySelpOdAnvepatidybas

PrarApwad

BrdelnbrApotanpastdyda

Byebidb

aos

8 pt.

apydelnOuxdurtomposredyypw Bylkrdartpastdp ow i

54 pt.

aPySelnOixAuvEompostudxyw

Greek Series 90

11 pt.

TAOAENZYOVQH

PTANOFHAOPAV

9 pt.
TAGASTIZYOPYQ

eOyno

6 pt.
TA@®AENZETOYQ

6

Greek Series 91: 11 pt.
Q *

v

7

Ooo
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Greek Upright Display Series 92
11 pt.

ABTAEZHOIKAMNEOMPETYSX¥YQ
aBySeCynOrxApvEorpactuxpipw
II 1 ©» w

9 pt.
TI VY aPySetnOixrApvEonpactuxpyw

€

~

é

Kerned Caps 11 pt.
ry P
Fraktur Series 28
10 pt.

AVSCDEFGHKIFKRLMNOPQOKRSTUBSBEY 3

abcedefghijflmnoparstunwzn3

abefgmnpgst

abegst

ad

S

9 pt.
AVCDEFGHKIFRLMNOPORSTUBBEY3
abcebefghijflmnopqrstupwzn3

6 pt.
ABVBCDEFGHIFRLMNOPOKSTUBWEYZ

abedefghijtimnoparstuvwxn3

afés

Fraktur Series 29
10 pt.

ABCDEFGOHIFKLMROPORSTUVBBWIY3

abedefghijtlmnoparstuvwzy3

jow

9 pt.
ASCDEFGHHIFKLEMROPORSTUVBBWEY ZY
abedefghijtimnopqrstuvwzy3

6 pt.
ABEDEFGEHIFREMROPOHRSTUBBIDZ
abedefghijflmnopaqrstunw2zng

Script 11 pt.
ABECDEF GH ISK LMN OPQZRS TUVWKYE
ginplug
ER
Script 11 pt. Superiors and Inferiors
FLMNVY

CFHRS

Script Capitals 8/9
SBEDEFGHI SH LMNOPLZRSTUVWKEYE
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Superiors in 11 pt.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
TAAQ

afydelnOuxrAuvionpostudxyw

w

8

Ti’-+V72+0

Th2SRRCE EEE

aye

th

ox?

abcdefghijklmnopgrstuvwryz

c

IV

[]()

1234567890

Inferiors in 11 pt.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijkimnoperstuoway2
A

(Ol[]1+=—-407°!1e

.,3°

aPySelnOucduvéqnpostdxpo

ABIV

Ff

1234567890

44288

Superiors in 9 pt.
CEH LNRSV

1234567890

IV

abcdefghijkimnopgrstuvwayz .,

10og|

+—-=x+

4343344

aPydelnOcxAuvgonpostudxyw

Inferiors in 9 pt.
ABCDEFGHENRSTVZ

1234567890

1Ou

abcdefghijklmnoparstuvwxyz I

+-=xXt0

232382

°

.,’

aPySelnOucaAuvgonpotudxyw
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SYMBOLS USED IN MATHEMATICAL
COMPOSITION
Symbol and Point Size

Symbol and Point Size

No.|

11

10

9

8

6

8

6

St

Rc

ae

+

+

|

|

=

=

=

=

#

asd
#
#

#

:

:

=

=

=

:

27

:

:

af

cate

Bo
6};

cee
A

3),
4

=
+

ek

a
FA

+

=

#

,

:

+

i

°

*
”

‘

7|

4

8

=—

9

=

és

10

=>

>

>

=>

+

CO

co

0

|

=

=

=

a

we

~

~

~

SO

ss

Cee

ee

het

Se

~

15]

Vv

v

v

v

v

17|

)

) |)

)

12

4)

16|

x

vy

ae

x

|v

x

jv

f

ie

es

18

(

(

(

20|

|

[

[

Ie

1s

We

a}

f{

{

{

23

i

‘fe

a

Vereecken

24
25
21,
27

>
=>
<
<x

291

<

28

30/

2

oe
>
<
dirs

«

s

oh

q

+

(

(

[

[

op

{

Es

ka

al:

al

{

=

1

<

rot

<

<

>

a

>

>

>

>

>

der

bye

ae

hes

>

»

Sh

an

<_

»>

t

ss

eat

z

=

=>
=
=
S

—

4

tt
ee

APA
r
oc

(3

Z

'

—

>
se

<

Z

x=

>
mi
Fz

<

x

<

Ia
2
2
S$
$

<—

{

A

se

és

|

)

|<

32

38

“i

<

>

37

=

ee
>
<

>

~

iv

iv

oe
>
<
ae

>

36

x

>
>
<
a

31

B38.
34
35

x

id

=

ee

=

<_

>

Md

os

A

A

V

v

=

Vv

a
oc
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Symbol and Point Size

Symbol and Point Size

11

A

é

9

c

Te

2
¢

©
@

S
2

®
®

ies
le

é

9

Q

eg

3

®
si

ee
®

©
@

2
2
€
E

©|..®
®
®
®
©®
©

©
..

U

©

©

©

ive

2

©@|@|..

¢

nN

>
II
U

<=

:
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10

53

§

7
ae
Oo

97

N |

|

H

8

6

®

®

S
a

a

®

°
2

ee
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DISPLAY SYMBOLS

APPENDIX C
ABBREVIATIONS
1. Namesof Units

WEgivehere an alphabeticallist of the generally accepted abbreviations
for the more common units likely to occur in the writings of physicists
and others whose work contains an appreciable amount of mathematics.

Abbreviations of prefixes to the names of metric units which indicate
multiples and sub-multiples are also included. It will be noted that
letters of both the Greek and Latin alphabets are used, and it should
be pointed out that in-the latter case such abbreviations are always
printed in roman type as opposed to the use ofitalics for symbols. If the
abbreviation stands for a single word the full point is omitted, except
whereits omission might lead to ambiguity: thus weprint|. for litre and
in. for inch. The full point is used, however,if the abbreviation stands
for more than one word,e.g.ft. lb., e.s.u., the final point being used after

‘Ib’, for example, although it would not appear in this abbreviation
standing alone.
ampere

A, amp

Angstrém

atmosphere (pressure)

bar

British thermal unit

ae
centi-

centistokes
coulomb

cubic inch
metre

cycles per second

Debye unit

decidecibel
degree
- Centigrade
Fahrenheit

Kelvin

Rankine
dyne
B 1597

A

atm

electromagnetic unit

electron-volt

electrostatic unit

e.m.u.

eV

€.8.u.

b

B.T.U. ne
‘oot
cal
c

cS
C

in’, cu. in,

cm, cu. cm., c.c.

c/s

D

d
dB
deg
°C

foot-pound

gallon
gauss

grain

gramme

henry

horse-power

hour
hundredweight
hydrogen-ion exponent

°F].

°K

°R
dyn

inch

joule
H2

ss
ft

ft. lb.

gal
G

er
g

H

h.p.

h
ewt
pH
:

”

J
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ABBREVIATIONS
k
keal
kg

kilokilocalorie
kilogramme

m

mega-

m
pe
pe
m

metre
micromicron’
milliminute

min

newton

N

Q
oz

ohm
ounce

pdl

poundal

revolutions per minute

nee

Pp
P
Ib

picopoise
pound

second

square inch
metre

rev/min
8, sec

in’, sq. in.
m?, sq.m.
Vv
VA
vc

volt
volt-ampere
volt-coulomb

Ww

watt

weber

Wb

yard

yd

2. Names of Periodicals

Apart from the comprehensive World List of Scientific Periodicals (3rd
revised edition, Butterworth, 1952) there are already in print extensive
lists of recognized abbreviationsofscientific journals. The Royal Society
publishes a list covering scientific periodicals generally (see p. 50);
Mathematical Reviews has a list that includesall periodicals likely to contain mathematics. These are in substantial agreement, and it does not
seem necessary to includea furtherlist here. Below are given some abbreviations of words commonly to be found in titles of mathematical or
scientific publications. Pronounceable abbreviations are an advantage
andit is, of course, desirable that titles (and places of origin) should be

unambiguous. Articles, prepositions, conjunctions, etc., occurring in the
full title are normally omitted in the abbreviation, unless there is a special
reasonfor their inclusion: they are sometimesessential, e.g. to distinguish
J.de Math. from J. fiir Math. A forthcoming British Standard embodies
a Code for the abbreviation of titles of periodicals. Where, as has been
recommended in these pages, references are kept from footnotes, there
is less need to save a few emsofspace.
Abhandlungen
Abteilung
Academy, Académie
Accademia

Akademie

Abh.
Abt.
Acad.

Accad.

Akad.

Allgemeine
Anales
Angewandte
Annals,etc.

Allg.
An.
Angew.

Ann.

Applied, applicata, etc. App.

ABBREVIATIONS
Archiv
Astronomy
Astrophysics

Arch.
Astr.
Astrophys.

Nachrichten
National
Nazionale
Notices

Berichte
Bulletin

Ber.
Bull.

.
Optics,-al

Bureau

ae

Philosophical

Circolo
College,etc.
Comptes Rendus
Crystallographica
Economics
Electric, -al
Elektrische
Engineering

Engineers
Faculty

Forschungshefte
Fysik
Gazette
Geofysik
Geophysics, etc.
Gesellschaft
Giornale
Industry, etc.
Institute, etc.
Istituto
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Nachr.
Nat.
- Naz.
Not.

ee Physik, etc.
roceedings

Publication

Phil.
Phys.
Proc.
Pub.

Cryst.

Quarterly

Quart.

Econ.
Elec.
Elek.
Engng.
Engnrs.

Recueil
Report
Research.
Review, Revue,etc.
Rivista
Royal
¥
Schr:iften s h
9

Rec.

Cire.

oe
C.R.

Fac.
Forschungsh.
Fys.

Science, scientific, etc.

Section
Seminar

Gaz.
Geofys.

:
Bore

Ges.

Skrifter

Geophys:

Gineac

Sitzungsberichte

Society, Société, etc.
Statistics, -al

Ind.

Inst.

Ist.

Jahresbericht
Journal

Jber.
J.

Magazine

Mag.

Rep.

Res.
Rev.
Riv.

Roy.
Schr.
Sci.
Sect.
Sem.
Ser.

’ §.B.
Skr.

Statist.

Studies

Stud.

Technical

Tech.

Tijdschrift

Transactions
Travaux

Tijdschr.
Trans.
Trav.

University

Univ.

Matematico,etc.
Mathematics, -tische
-tical, etc.
Mechanics
Memoirs,etc.

Mat.

Vereinigung

Math.

Verhandelingen

Verein.
Verh.

Mech.
Mem.

Wetenschappen
Wissenschaften

Wetensch.
Wiss.

Mitteilungen

Mitt.

Zeitschrift

Meteorology

Met.

INDEX
Abbreviations, 40, 76, 99
—, in roman type, 53

—, of titles, 50
—, spacing before andafter, 84
—, grouped, 83
— —, spacing before andafter, 84
Accents (or primes), 76

‘Algebraic’ or ‘algebraical’, 64
Apostrophe, 58
‘Arbitraries’, 16
‘Arbitrary’, 61 |

Articles, references to, 74

Argumentof a function, 64

‘As’, use of, 61
‘Assume’, 61
Assertions, ambiguities in, 60
Asterisk, use of, 48
Bar, in formulae, 29
—, over a symbol, 36

Bibliography, 49

Binomial coefficients, 40
Blocks, makingof, 68
Body-size, 2, 11
Bold-face type, 51, 75

Books, reference to, 74
Bounds, greatest and least, 36
‘Bra’ vectors, 33
Braces { }, 33
Bracketing with surds, 29, 76

Brackets, 32 (§ 5)
—, repetition of, 36

—, sequence of, 33, 34, 76

—, used symbolically, 33

—., varieties of, 33
—, with solidus, 28
—[], 35, 49
Broken assertions, 38
— definitions, 35, 39

— equations, 38

— formulae, 37, 80

— inequalities, 39
— ratios, 38

Calculating machine, 6

‘Can’ and ‘may’, use of, 63

Capitals, 53

‘Case’, 2, 13

Casting machine,5, 8

Chapters (numberandtitles), 44

Characters, confusable, 65
‘Chase’, 18
Clarendon type, discarded, 65
‘Closure’, notation for, 36
Coefficient, 64
Coefficients, binomial, 40
Colon, 57
— without rule, 74

‘Combined operations’, 64

Comma, 54
Commas in suffixes, 32

Composition of mathematics, 11

— —, rules for, 74
Compoundfractions, thicker rule in, 77
‘Cone hole’, 9
Confusable characters, 65

Congruences (mod formulae), spacing
of, 86

‘Convergence’ or ‘convergency’, 64
Coordinates of points, spacing of, 85
Copy, 3, 8
— preparation of, 65
Correction of proofs, 70 (§ 15)

Corrections, 18

Corrigenda, 72

Dashes, 58
Definitions, 40, 61
—, broken, 35, 39
— in italic, 52
— parenthetic, 34, 86
— —, space before, 86
Determinant, element of, 64
Determinants, 41

Diacritics (see Embellished characters)
Diagrams, 16
Die-case, 9

Dirac’s vectors, 33
Displayed formulae, 36 (§ 7), 79
Dotted symbols, 36
_ Drum, 7
Element, 64
Em scale, 7
— space, 3, 86
Embellished characters, 24, 35 (§ 6)

INDEX
Embellished characters, bars, 29

En space, 3

Enumerations, 86
Enunciations, 45

Equation numbers, position of, 74

— —, references to, 74
Equations, how to break, 38, 80

—, numberingof, 46, 47
—, simultaneous, 39
Errata, 72

Etc., 40
Exp, 31

Exponents, 31

— containing fractions, 32, 75
Factor, of a product, 64

Final precautions with copy, 69
‘— queries’, 18, 73

‘For’, excessive use of, 56
‘Forme’, 18
Formula numbers, position of, 74

— —, references to, 74
Formulae, as written, 14
— as they comefrom caster, 14

— as finally assembled, 14

— broken, 37
— defined, 23

— displayed, 36 (§ 7), 79

— in the text, 37

— undisplayed, 79

Footnotes, 48 (§ 10)

Greekletters, 52
— —, how noted in manuscript, 66

Grouping symbol, 29, 86

Headings, 44, 45
Headlines, 16, 44

Heavy type (see bold-face)
Hyphens, 59
‘I’ or ‘we’, 62
‘If and onlyif’, 54, 79

Imposition, 17
—, diagram of 32-page, 19
Indention, 74
— of broken formulae, 82
Index notation, 27, 29, 31

Indices, 30 (§ 4)

— in proofs, 72

Inequalities, how to break, 39, 80
Inferior, space after, 84

— with superior, 76

— — following bracket, 79
Inferiors, 30
— mark for, 70

Integral sign (f), 31
— multiple, no space between, 84
— position of limits with, 78
— size of, 77
— space before and after, 85
‘Interior’, abbreviation for, 36
Intervals, represented by ( ), 34

Inversion of symbols, 68

Fractional exponents, 32, 75

Italies, 52
— noted in manuscript, 52, 65

—, numerical, 28
—, products of, 28
—, size of, 77
—, small, 28
‘Frame’, 2
‘Frontier’, abbreviation for, 36
Full-face brackets, 33
— parentheses, 33, 34

‘Justification’, 7, 11

Fractions, 26 (§ 2)
—, compound, thickerrule in, 77

Full point, 57

— in formulae, 29

Functional symbols, 35

Functions of many arguments, 86
‘Furniture’, 17

Galley, 11
‘Geometric’ or ‘geometrical’, 64
Greek capitals, 53

— keys, 7
— wedge, 11

‘Kerned’ letters, 75

‘Ket’ vectors, 33

Keyboard, ‘Monotype’, 5

—, method of operation, 5

Leaders (...), no space in, 86, 87
Lemmas, 45, 46

Letters as symbols, initalic, 75
Limits, 41

—, greatest and least, 36
—, in parentheses, 35
—, position of, 78
—, spacing of, 84
‘Line of white’, 45
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‘Linear’ workings, 23

Page-length, 74

Lower-case letters, 2, 65

‘Paper tower’, 10

Paragraphs, 45

Machine compositor, 4

—, numbering of, 74
Parameters, 64

— setting, 4

Make-up, 13, 74

— broken formula or equation in, 82

Maker-up, 13

Manuscript, 14
Margins, 18
Mathematical type-setting, 4
Matrices (math.), 41
— (print), new, 16
— —, cost of, 16

‘Peculiars’, 16
‘Perforations’, 11

— —, demandfor, 17
— —, makingof, 16

Matrix (math.), element of, 64
— (print), 9
;

matics, 11

Product sign (J]), 31
— — position of limits with, 78

of mathe-

Minima, 41

Miscellaneous points in printing, 79

‘Mod formulae’ (congruences), spacing

of, 86
Momentof casting, 10
‘Monotype’, 1

Notation (miscellaneous), 40 (§ 8)

Reciprocals, 27 (4)—(7)
Reference marks, 75

formulae,

and

Numbering, 46-48
— paragraphs and sub-paragraphs, 74
‘Number-theoretic’, discouraged, 63
Numerals, lower-case, for sub-para-

Numerical fractions, 28
— surds, 29
— tables, 68
Offprints, 18, 73

— preparation of, 18
‘Only’ place of, 62

Or’, ambiguity in, 62

‘Q.e.d.’, use of deprecated, 63

Ratios, how to break, 38

‘Normal wedge’, 11

graphs, 74

—, correction of, 70 (§ 15)
Punctuation, 54 (§ 12)
— in equations, 56

‘Quoins’, 18
Quotation marks, 52, 58

‘Mould’, 1, 9

equations, 74

— — size of, 78
— — space before and after, 85
Products, 42
— of fractions, 28
Proofs, 61

‘Query’ proofs, 18

‘Monotype’ base unit, 6

theorems,

Point system, 2
Preparing caster, 10
Preparing copy, 65 (§ 14)
Printing, methods of, 1

Memberof an equation, 64

Numbered

TI, 31
‘Pin blocks’, 10

Primes (or accents), 76

Matrix-case, arrangement, 12
— enlarged, 13
Maxima, 41
‘May’ and ‘can’, use of, 63
Measure, 3, 7

composition

Parenthetic definitions, 34, 86
— —, space before, 86
Participles, unattached, 64

Parts, 45

— —, delay caused by need for, 16

Mechanical

Parentheses ( ), 33, 35

— — for footnotes, 48
References, 49-51
— to books andarticles, 74

— to formula and equation numbers, 74

Relative clauses (punctuation), 55
Results (subsidiary), numbering of, 48
Revises, 70
Roman type, 53
Root sign (v), size of, 77
—, without rule, 76

Rule (|) distinguished from solidus

(/) 67,

Rules, vertical, no space before and
after, 83

Rules for Compositors and Readers, 74

INDEX
Sans-serif type, 52

Section sign (§), when used and when

omitted, 74
Sections, 44
—, numbering of, 46
Semicolon, 53
—, in notation, 31
—, in parenthetic definitions, 34
Series, unfinished, 42

—, infinite, 43

‘Set’, 6
‘Setting rule’, 3

‘Shall’ and ‘will’, use of, 63
>, 31
Sign of substitution, 43

Simultaneous equations, 39
Slip proofs, 18
‘Slug’, 1
Small capitals, 53

— fractions, 28

Solidus (/), distinguished from rule

(|), 67

— bracketing with, 28

— in exponents, 32
— use of, 26 (§ 2), 75

‘Sort’, 13
Space, to be omitted, 83

Spaces in use, 83

Superior, with inferior, 76
— —, following bracket, 79
Superiors, 30 (§ 4)
—, markfor, 70
Superscripts, 30 (§ 4)
Surds, 29 (§ 3)
Symbols, >=, <3 43; (—)", 43

Tables, numerical, 68

Temperature of molten metal, 10
Term of a summation, 64
Terms at the limits, 79
Text, defined, 23

Text-figures, 68

Theorem numbers, position of, 74
Theorems, 45, 46

— (punctuation), 57

‘Therefore’, alternatives to, 60
Thick space, 85
Thin space, 84

Titles, 44

Two-em space, 86
Type, 1

— face, 1

— height, 1

— metal, 10

—, varieties of, 51 (§ 11)

—, em space, 86
—, thick space, 85
—, thin space, 84
—, two-em space, 86
Special founts, 53

— —, how distinguished, 65

Split verbs, 64
‘Spool’, 5, 8
— in caster, 11

Undisplayed formulae, 79

— symbols, 67

‘Stick’, 2

‘Stone’, 17
Subjunctives, 64

Sub-paragraphs, numberingof, 74

Subscripts, 30 (§ 4)
Subsidiary results, numbering of, 48
Substitution, sign of, 43
Suffixes, 30 (§ 4)
—, commas in, 32

Summation,sign of (>), 31

— —, position of limits with, 78
——, size of, 77

— —., spacing before and after, 85
Superior, no space before or after, 83

—width, 1 Typescript, use of, 67

Unattached participles, 64
Underlined letters, 66

‘Unit of set’, 6
‘Unit value’, 6

Variable space, 7

Varieties of type, 51 (§ 11)
— —, how to distinguish, 65
Vectors, 43
—, Dirac’s ‘bra’ and ‘ket’, 33
—, in heavy type, 52
Vinculum,discouraged, 29
‘We’ or ‘I’, 62
‘Will’ and ‘shall’, use of, 63

Wording, 59 (§ 13)

Workings, defined, 23
‘W.r.t.’, discouraged, 63
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